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· TABLE i

Archeological Sites, Catawba Transmission Lines, Management Information
Site Number

<:::

~.
~.
~.

Transmission
Line

National Register
Recommendation

38YK59
38YK60
38YK61
38YK62
1BYI<.63
38YK64
38YK65
38YK66
38YK67
38YK68
38YK69
38YK70
38YK71
38YK72

Catawba-Pacolet Fold-in
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East*

not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not

eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible

38YK73
38YK74
38YK75
38YK76
38YK77
38YK78
38YK79
38YK80
38YK8l
38YK82

Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Newport, East
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Cat awb a-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp

not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not

eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
,eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible
eligible

Present
Condition
highly
highly
highly
highly

eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded

highly:~eroded

highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded
slight erosion;
well preserved
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly
highly

eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded
eroded

Construction
Impact
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
moderate

slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight
slight

Mitigation
Recommendation
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
intensive controlled
surface collection;
small excavations
at tower locations
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work
no further work

Site Number

38YK83
38YK84
38CK50

Transmission
Line
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp
Catawba-Ripp

National Register
Recommendation

Present
Condition

Construction
Impact

not eligible
not eligible
not eligible

highly eroded
highly eroded
highly eroded

slight
slight
slight

Mitigation
Recommendation
no further work
no further work
no further work

*approximately between stations 227 & 50 and 234 & 00, and covering the entire width of the existing
right-of-way.

detailed sampling methods and rigorous field control, baseline data
on the cost-benefit of th se survey techniques was obtained. These
data should be useful in ~uture managment-oriented impact surveys,
as well as in less apPlie _ research projects.
l
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INTRODUCTION

Prodect Description
Duke Power Company is pl~nning construction of two major, new
electric transmission lines, ~s well as three minor route adjustments
to existing lines, in York an~ Cherokee Counties, South Carolina.
These transmission lines willi provide for electric power distribution
from, and to, the Catawba Nuc~ear generating station presently under
construction in York County. Transmission lines are designated by
their beginning and end points, and by the number of volts they
normally carry.
The Catawba Nuclear-Rippl Switching Station 230 KV. line will
run approximately 25 miles ge~erally east-west from the Catawba Nuclear
Station situated in eastern ybrk County near Lake Wylie (Catawba River)
to Ripp Switching Station in ¢astern Cherokee County (see Fig.. 1) •
The Catawba-Ripp line will thps cross almost entirely interriverine
uplands between the upper Cat~wba River and Broad River drainages. For
the easternmost 4-5 miles the! Catawba-Ripp line will parallel an existing transmission line; its reJinaining 20 miles will be over completely
new ground. Moving west along the proposed line, the interriverine
uplands become more hilly and! generally rugged. More detailed physiographic data for the region are presented in a section below.
The Catawba Nuc1ear-Newp~rt (East) (Newport B&W) 230 KV. line
will extend approximately 5 m~les in a general northeast to southwest
direction from the Catawba Nuclear Station to Newport switching station
(see Fig. 2). While this Catkwba-Newport line also crosses primarily
interriverine uplands, it is ~lose to the Catawba River Valley and
thus crosses several large tributary
streams. This line parallels an
I
existing line over its entire! route.
Three minor route adjustments involving connection of existing
lines to the Catawba Nuclear *enerating plant were also surveyed.
These were proposed segments ~pproximately one mile or less of the
(1) Catawba-Allen 230 KV, (2) ICatawba-Pacolet 230 KV, and (3) CatawbaNewport (Allison Creek B&W) 2~0 KV lines. These line segments are
all located just west of the ~atawba Nuclear plant (see Fig. 3).

PotentiaZ Irrp~ct to ArcheoZogicgl Bites
Construction and mainten~nce of these transmission lines may
impact archeological and histbrica1 sites lying in their path.
Potential :Lmpilcts to archeolo~hcal sites by transmission line construction have been discussedifor this region by Brockington (1977).
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FIGURE 1:

Catawba Nuclear-Ripp Switching Station transmission line,
showing archeological sites recorded.
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Catawba Nuclear transmission lines, showing realignments or "fold-ins.".

Impacts can be direct (primart) or indirect (secondary). Direct
impacts occur usually during fonstruction and include disturbances of
ground by vegetation clearing~ tower construction, and movement of
heavy equipment. Equipment $taging areas and worker facility areas
should also be considered as ]>otential impact zones. Indirect impacts
usually occur after constructton and over a longer period of time.
Indirect impacts may include tong-.term erosions, vandalism due to
increased access, maintenance Iconstruction, and future industrial,
housing, or recreational devetopment.

e:..tucW

RationaZe

!

The National Environment 11 Policy Act of 1969 mandates
environmental impact review
Federally sponsored or licensed projects.
Construction @f the various t*ansmission lines described above for this
project is Federally regulate and thus must be reviewed for potential
impact to archeological and h storic sites. Review procedures for
assessing and considering imp ct to archeological and historic sites are
outlined by various rules and~'regUlations promulgated under authority
of the National Historic Pre ervation Act, Executive Order 11593, as
well as the National Environm ntal Policy Act. In addition to Federal
interest and consideration of I archeological sites, the state of South
Carolina, under its permittin$ authority, also considers impact to
archeological sites in its de1ision to grant transmission line permits.

01

1
i

In compliance with these Iauthorities Duke Power Company contracted
with the Institute of ArcheolJgy and Anthropology (1) to assess the
potential of the project area~ for containing archeological sites, (2) to
search existing records for eiidence of historic or archeological sites
that might be present in the ~roject areas, (3) to conduct a field survey
to discover and inventory arc~eological sites presently unknown, (4) to
assess the significance in re~ation to National Register criteria of sites
located, and (5) to develop alplan, if necessary, to mitigate any potential
impact to sites recommended a~ significant.
,
I

Even though the goals of Ithis archeological study were managementoriented (to solve problems a~d perform services for.Duke Power Company),
most archeological studies ca~ also provide information of use to the
community of research sCholar1' Care was taken in designing this study
project so that contributions could be made to ongoing archeological
research without any addition4l cost to Duke Power Company and without
any diminuation of the primar~ management oriented goals.
!

.

For most archeological s4rvey projects adequate assessment of
significance will provide descriptive and analytical data that in themselves contribute substantively to ongoing archeological research.
Assessment of significance forl this project, because of the nature of the
archeological resources locatdd, is based entirely on their potential for
contribution to studies of hi~tory and prehistory • Several research
problem domains for archeolog~cal studies in the South Carolina Piedmont
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have been advanced in recent tears (House and Ballenger 1976:145-150;
Taylor and Smith 1978; House tnd Wogaman 1978). These are summarized
in the section below describi,g survey methods. Evaluations of sites
located in the project areas tn terms of their potential contribution
within these problem domains 1howed only one site to have significant
potential. The descriptions nd evaluations of the various sites,
however, contribute important I substantive information on the nature of
archeological resources in th~ South Carolina Piedmont.
I

A major portion of the a~cheological research contracted for by
Duke Power Company involved t~e development of a rigorous sampling
strategy for site discovery tq be executed during the fieldwork phase.
This emphasis was selected fot two important reasons.
I

First, such a strategy sqould allow the gathering of a
representative sample of the rcheological sites within the project
area, reducing the time and c st of inventory activities without limiting (and perhaps increasing) ssessment capabilities. In other words,
if areas to be inspected were carefully chosen and inspection methods
rigorously controlled, fewer reas would have to be inspected to predict site location and signif"cance.
i

A second reason for devejoPing a rigorous site discovery strategy
was its usefulness for predic ing time, cost, arid recovery rates for
future inventory and assessme t projects in the Piedmont of North and
South Carolina. Several othe~, similar, construction projects are
under consideration by Duke p~wer Company for future development. The
kinds of methods with the bes cost-benefit ratio for archeological
survey of those future projec s need to be known. For example, should
certain physiographic areas 0 high archeological probability be
selected in the future? Are qertain aspects of vegetation cover limiting for site discovery? Are ~est pits effective as a means of site
discovery?
!

I

A mixture of site diSCov~ry methods was selected for use during
fieldwork on the project. Th~se methods were then field tested and
evaluated against each other. I In general it was found that rigorously
developed sampling strategies Ifor archeological survey in the North
and South Carolina Piedmont a~e not advisable. Test excavations
conducted for site discovery ~re not effective, except in very limited
circumstances. What is effec~ive for site discovery is close examination of the ground surface in lunvegetated areas. Survey of highly
vegetated areas, necessarily InVOlVing test pits for site discovery,
has such high cost and low be efit that it is not advisable for general
application in the Piedmont a this time. It may be necessary, however,
for special, high-interest ar as. Such high-interest areas may become
known for a project through i formation gained from historical records
research or from knowledgeabl~ local persons. Such high-interest areas
may also become. known if futu~e archeological studies succeed in correlating physiographic features wit'lh site locations.
I

cost-e~Jfectiveness

Understanding the
and biases of various survey
methods in the Piedmont is a oal of archeologists both for pure
research studies and for reso rce management studies. This project
,
'I
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has thus academic as well as ~nagement oriented interests. Similarly,
success of studies of the cortelation of site location and physiographic
features in the Piedmont has ~oth research significance and resource
management importance. Recom$endations are made in this report for
directions that should be tak~n in future studies to increase the chances
of success of these studies a~d gain better site location and significance
predictability.
.
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ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND

Introduction
For especially the past two decades archeologists have been
concerned with the mechanics involved in the evolution of cultural
systems rather than simple de~cription of technology and temporal
placement. Increasingly, thi$ research orientation has been
manifested in studies of cult~ral adaptation to regional environments.
From a natural environment vi~wpoint, these studies emphasize the
gathering of an understanding! of the number, kind, and distribution
of animal, plant, and mineral resources available to earlier
populations. Also important *re the direct influences of climate,
soils, and topography on part!human groups. In this section, we will
outline briefly the significa~t aspects of the Piedmont environment
in terms of available natural I resources, physiography, and climate.
Archeologists are also i~terested in environmental processes
because these processes affec~ the formation of sites and their
alteration through time. Certain kinds of climatic activity will
affect vegetation patterns, a*fecting (indirectly) depositional and
erosive patterns. Sites migh~ thus be covered over and preserved
or eroded away and destroyed. Changes in ground water levels, for
example, could act to preserv~ or deteriorate archeological features
such as firehearths or specim~ns such as bone.
i

Probably the most signif~cant disturbing factor in the Piedmont
has been the erosion of the uplands and the concomitant sedimentation
of the stream valleys in histqric times. These processes are
associated with original European-African settlement in the 18th and
19th centuries. Extensive ti~berlands were cleared and farmed with
very poor soil conservation p*actices. The result was severe erosion
of upland areas and destructiqn of many sites there. Archeological
sites in the stream and riverivalleys were often covered with several
feet of this upland-derived material and are now extremely difficult
to locate and to study.

Present Envirqnment of the Project Area
I

i

The project area lies wi~hin the Piedmont Province as defined by
Fenneman (1938). The Piedmontl Province is an area of narrow river
valleys and broad interriveriJe zones deeply dissected by numerous
small streams and intermittentiI drainages. Elevations near the project
area range from about 550 fee~ in the stream valleys to 850 feet above
sea level on the ridge tops. !Rocks of the area include mostly gneiss,
schists, argillite, and grani1e. Other rocks are represented in minor
quantities, including veins
quartz exploitable by prehistoric human
groups.

04
!
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Soils in the project are have been grouped into several
distinct associations; these re, for the most part, deep, welldrained, sandy and silty loam with clay subsoils (United States
Department of Agriculture 196 ). These soils have a high erosion
potential and have in the pas been subject to significant erosion.
Soils are generally moderate o high in fertility and are suited to
cotton, corn, grain and legum agriculture.
The watershed area is to ay dominated by a mixed pine-hardwood
forest, although the potentia dominant vegetation of the area is oakhickory forest, with some mix ng of pine (Shelford 1963). A great
variety of herbaceous plants s also present, especially in recently
cleared or disturbed areas.
Fauna in the watershed a ea include most species of eastern
mammals, birds, and reptiles Shelford 1963). Trout were once abundant
in streams and rivers of the
as were perch, bass, catfish and
others.
The proj ect area has a g nerally mild climate with a mean annual
temperature of 62°F. The ave age growing season is 221 days, with
annual precipitation of 44.8 nches (United States Department of
Agriculture 1967).
In general, the present nvironment of the project area is rich
in resources exploitable by p ehistoric and historic groups. Useful
stone is availa.ble for prehis oric tool manufacture and for historic
building. The oak-hickory fo est present in prehistoric times produced
a variety of wild plant resou ces, including, especially, nuts and
acorns, although herbaceous p ants, berries, and seeds were also probably intensively exploited f r food by early groups. Soils are
conducive to agriculture both by late prehistoric and historic Indian
groups and by early European ettlers and later peoples. Fauna were
probably abundant in the area in prehistoric and early historic times;
most important were probably eer, raccoon, beaver, bear, rabbit, fox
squirrel, turkey and various pecies of fish. Fur bearing mammals were
important for their hides as ell as their food value, and animal bones
were probably frequently fash'oned into tools by prehistoric groups.

Past Environments
The general picture of t e environment of the project area
indicates resources and const aints present today and in the recent past.
Climatic change over the last 25,000 years, however, has been shown to
have occurred, and to have resulted in environments significantly
different than that of the pr sent day (Watts 1971; Whitehead 1973;
Carbone 1974). Following, in genera.l>< Olafson (1971) and Bryson, Baerreis,
and Wendlund (1970), 4 major limatic episodes can be defined for the
Southeast covering the last 25,000 years.
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,

These are (1) the full-glacia~ from 23,000 to 13,000 B.C., (2) the
late-glacial from 13,000 to 8~000 B.C., (3) the post-glacial from
8,000 to 3,000 B.C., and (4) the recent period from 3,000 B.C. to
the present.
I

During the full-glacial ~eriod temperatures were much lower
than today, especially in winter, with relatively more precipitation.
Vegetation in the project are, was probably more boreal, with pine,
spruce, and fir species domin~nt, although there appear to have
been open areas within the fotest with extensive herbaceous growth.
Faunal biomass was probably c~nsiderably lower than today.
The late-glacial
boreal forest type to
hickory were dominant
became extinct during
began to dominate.

episode!shows evidence for a shift from a
a generclil northern hardwood forest. Oak and
by the ~nd of the period. Pleistocene megafauna
this episode and present day faunal communities

From about 8,000 to 3,00~ B.C., oak-hickory forests reached
their maximum development in the Piedmont. Higher temperature and
lower precipitation than today are hypothesized to characterize this
period, but data from the Sout!:heast in particular are lacking. Presentday faunal communities became! dominant early in this episode.
The recent climatic episepde is hypothesized to be characterized
by a general increase in precipitation and decrease in temperature.
It is also thought to have witnessed a general shrinkage in oak-hickory
forest and a resultant slight II loss of floral and faunal resource productivity, especially in the Pie~mont uplands.
,

This brief summary of environmental variables and their changes
through time provides a basislfor correlation with changes in the demographic, settlement, and subsistence patterns of human groups occupying
the project region. Such correlations represent attempts to look for
causes of social and economic I change in human populations and to
analyze and understand genera~ evolutionary processes. Of particular
importance at the present tim~ is the understanding of hypothesized
differential utilization, wit~ shifts through time, of the major environmental zones of the South Car~lina Piedmont: the riverine and interriverine regions. These questions will be addressed in more detail in
the following section.
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PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND

Prehistory
Earliest evidence of hum.n occupation of the Piedmont region
indicates that man was presen¢ by at least 10,000 B.C. (Williams
and Stoltman 1965; Michie 1971). The environment during this late
glacial period would have bee~ more boreal than today, with pine
forest dominant and a much lower biomass available for human exploitation. Indications are that t~e general Piedmont area was sparsely
occupied during this time (Mi1hie 1977).
Beginning soon after tra4sition to the post-glacial period, human
occupation of the Piedmont be4ame more intense, especially in the interriverine zone where recent arqheological studies have been accomplished
(House and Ballenger 1976; Goqdyear 1978; Taylor and Smith 1978;
Kelly 1972). Sites from this !period appear to be primarily small, hunting and gathering camps in th~ uplands. Their appearance coincides with
the trend toward dominance of !oak-hickory forest in the region. In
addition, most sites in this general climatic period seem to fall in
the hypothesized maximum oak-~ickory expansion of 5,000 to 3,000 B.C.
Sites dating after 3,000 IB.C., in the recent climatic period, are
fewer in number and appear tOlbe restricted more to the major river valleys
within the Piedmont. It is t~ought that during this period there is a
general trend toward increasi4g sedentism, larger populations, and more
labor intensive food producin& strategies, including, after about A.D. 500,
increasing reliance on corn agriculture (Coe 1964).
The detailed development 4nd testing of these generalized patterns
depend on future problem-orie4ted research in the region. Presentation
of such generalized hypothese~, however, allows the development of
preliminary criteria of site ~ignificance and the formulation of a
basic fieldwork and analytic plan.
A general cultural-histo~ical sequence has been formulated for
prehistoric eastern North Ame .ica (G.riffin 1967). This general sequence
has been refined and developeq in more detail for the southeastern
~iedmont by Coe (1964), Phelps (1964) and Wauchope (1966).
Table 2,
following Coe (1964) and othe~s, presents this basic sequence as it
might be expected to occur in Ithe project area along with brief descriptions of general characterist~cs. Current research has focused not so
much on further refinement of Ithis cultural sequence as on determining
the settlement-subsistence systems operative, particularly the nature of
exploitation of the interriveJine Piedmont during the long Archaic period
(House and Ballenger 1976; Goddyear1978; Taylor and Smith 1978; Cable,
Cantley and Sexton 1978; Broo~s n.d.; House and Wogaman 1978).

1
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TABLE 2

Archeological seque1ce Expected in the Project Area
(after COl 1964 and Keel 1976)
Date

Period
----

Phase

A.D. 1900

Characteristics
Replacement by European-American
homesteads and farms

A.D. 1820

Euro-American
Protohistoric

Europeanization of native technology, economy and settlement
patterns

A.D. 1650

Mississippian

Distinctive stone tools;
distinctive pottery; sedentary
villages; platform mounds; maize,
beans, squash agriculture with
hunting and gathering.

A.D. 1000
A.D.

300

.Uwharrie
Woodland

200 B.C.
800 B.C.

IBadin

Distinctive projectile points;
ground stone tools; soapstone
vessels; distinctive ceramics;
sedentism more evident; hunting,
gathering, and some horticulture.

Iotarre
ISavannah
IRiver

Distinctive projectile points;
ground stone tools; soapstone
vessels; hunting and gathering.

I

Fadkin

I

!

2000 B.C.
Archaic

IGuilford
Morrow
Mountain

Distinctive projectile points;
hunting and gathering; large
increase in number of sites.

I

10000 B.C.

~

IStanlY

1&000 B.C.

Paleo-Indian

irk
almer
ardaway

Clovis
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Distinctive projectile points;
hunting and gathering.

Fluted projectile points; nomadic
hunting (possibly of now-extinct
animals ) and gathering of wild
plants.

House and Ballenger (197~: 84-87) postulate three different
extractive strategies that may have been operative in the interriverine
Piedmont during the Archaic. lThese include fall-winter deer hunting
and nut collecting (both in t e upland hardwood forest), and fishing and
plant gathering (along stream bottomlands). House and Ballenger also
hypothesize that the stream b ttoms may have been used as base camps for
extractive journeys into the IPlands in search of deer and nuts in the
fall and winter. In addition House and Ballenger (1976: 117) see a
general movement of people, d ring the Middle and Late Archaic especially,
out of the interriverine zoneiduring the late winter, spring, and summer
to residences along major riv~rs to take advantage of migratory fish and
floodplain plant resources. further research has generally upheld this
basic settlement-subsistence odel, although data are meager, especially
for the Early Archaic (Goodye r 1978; Taylor and Smith 1978; Cable,
Cantley and Sexton 1978; Broo s n.d.; House and Wogaman 1978).
I

Data concerning WOOdlandjland Mississippian period occupation of
the Piedmont are .sparse. Pre ent indicati.ons are, howev.er, that resource
extraction continued in the i terriverine zone, probably concentrated
in the fall and early winter, although base camps were restricted to the
major river valleys (House an Ballenger 1976; Goodyear 1978; Taylor and
Smith 1978; Kelly 1972). Durtng the Woodland and Mississippian periods
there was apparently a trend 40ward increasing sedentism, larger population, and more labor intensiv~ exploitation of the floodplains of major
rivers.
'
I

I

It may be noted that, inipostUlating general Piedmont settlementsubsistence systems for the A chaic, researchers suffer from a lack of
good data concerning occupati n of major river valleys. Most research
has focused on the interriver ne zone, and recent work in river valleys
has not been reported in detail (see Taylor and Smith 1978; Brockington
1977). In addition, general urvey data from major river valleys are
most probably biased because f difficulty in detecting the probably
deeply-buried archeological s tes there. This problem will be discussed
in more detail in a later secUion.

I

~thnohistory
I

The Ethnohistoric period II refers to the time between first contacts
and influence of Europeans and the ultimate destruction or removal of
native Indian groups. In the South Carolina Piedmont the Ethnohistoric
period generally extends from the sixteenth century through the nineteenth
century. The major Indian gr up near the project area was the Catawba
Nation. Detailed ethnohistor'c studies of the Catawba have been recently
presented by Brown (1966) and Baker (1975).
Earliest contact by Eur~w,iththe Cat.awba llli3.Y have been by
the DeSoto expedition in 1540. The DeSoto chronicles describe, in
particular, the Province of C fitachiqui (Swanton 1952), apparently
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a thriving, pristine Mississi pian society. There is evidence that
Cofitachiqui was located ont e upper Wateree-Catawba River, just south
of the project area (Baker 19 5). Indian groups of the area were also
contacted by the Spanish Juan I Pardo expedition in 1566 and 1567 (Brown
1966; Baker 1975). After thi~, contact was apparently at a minimum for
about 100 years when trade befan to develop with Europeans operating out
of Virginia, and later, South I Carolina. An early account of the Indians
of the South Carolina PiedmontI is presented by Lawson (1952) in his
diary of travels during l700- t 70l. Speck (1946) presents an account of
Catawba hunting, fishing and ¢rapping techniques based on his interviews
with elderly informants in th, early twentieth century.

(19~6),

As detailed by Brown
the Catawba Nation has a complex
history of trading, wars, alliances and amalgamation with other groups.
Most of these groups were Sou an-speaking, and the Catawba were thus
set apart from the more numer us Iroquoian-speaking Cherokee to the
northwest and the Muskogean g,oups to the south and west. Early accounts
generally indicate that the S~uth Carolina Piedmont, except for the
Catawba and several smaller g.fnIOUPS, was sparsely occupied d.urin g most
of the Ethnohistoric period, ...•. d was reserved as communal hunting territory for the groups inhabit ng its margins and perhaps several of the
maj or river valleys.
I

II

EaY'ZylEuropean History
I

Trade in deer and other ~kins provided the first continuing contact
by Europeans with Indian grou s of the South Carolina Piedmont. This
trade began early in the eigh eenth century and, although there was early
competition with traders frOm~Virginia, Charle.ston soon dominated. By
the mid-1700's, the value of eerskin exports from Charleston exceeded
all other exports and provide enormous profits (Brown 1966: 109). Such
trade necessarily put strong ~ressure on traditional economic pursuits
of Indian groups and may have lIed to dramatic changes in their economy,
demography and social organizltion. Through the early 1700's most
Carolina traders came from Ch*.rl.es.ton by way of Congaree Fort near present-day Columbia, then eastw~rd up the Wateree-Catawba system. No
early trading centers near tht proposed transmission lines are known.
I

European settlement of t
along major rivers. The firs
present-day Camden. These ea
craftspeople, and Indian trad
Piedmont began in the late 17
the area from settlements in
by Indians there during the F
Scotch-Irish farms became dom
Their major cash crop was tob
in Virginia.

e central Piedmont area began in the 1730's
settlement near the project area was at
ly settlers included fanners, merchants,
rs. A maj or influx of settlers into the
O's as Scotch-Irish refugees moved into
irginia and Pennsylvania because of attacks
ench and Indian War (Oliphant 1964: 125).
nant in the area by the late 1700's.
cco, which was shipped overland to merchants
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The introduction of new ~arieties of cotton and the development
of the cotton gin at the end df the eighteenth century had dramatic
effects on the economy of the Piedmont. Cotton agriculture was
extremely productive and larg areas of Piedmont forest were cleared
for the first time. The plan ation system became dominant over the
family farm, emphasis on cott n replaced that on tobacco and diversified
farming. and large numbers of African slaves were imported into the
region (Oliphant 1964: 216-2171; McMaster 1946: 36-37).
I

This cotton agriculture s stem was ecologically disastrous and
self-destructive (Oliphant 1964: 216-217; Trimble 1974). Massive
forest clearing and poorly designed tillage and conservation methods
soon caused severe soil depletion and erosion. Cotton profits were so
large, however, that plantati
owners were able to make up for this
loss by greatly expanding the"r holdings and their operations, first in
adjacent lands in the CarolinJ Piedmont and then by wholesale migrations
in the mid-1800's to new landsl to the west, particularly Mississippi.
Even though yields and prOfit~ continued to decline. new owners,
sharecroppers, and tenant far ers were locked into the cotten system
because of extremely low prices of other crops. Not until the first
quarter of the twentieth cent ry, with increased prices for legume crops,
cattle and livestock and timb~r, and with the increased importance of
manufacturing, did the cotton onoculture system change. The Piedmont
today has a low population de sity and consists mostly of forest regrowth,
pine plantations and scatteredl patches of farmland and pasture.
,i

I
I

I

Impacts to ArchepZogy of Historic Land Use
I

The cotton agricultural istem employed in the Piedmont in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries resulted in tremendous erosion
(see Trimble 1974). Cotton w ,s planted in rows generally running down
slopes to obtain better drain~ge necessary because of the clay substrate
underlying the top 8-10 inches of soil. The heavy and sudden rains
characteristic of the South C rolina Piedmont resulted after just a
few years in complete loss of Isoil and formation of large gullies on the
gentle hillslopes. Investment in terracing and contour farming was not
profitable because of the high value of cotton in relation to the low
value of land during the e.arly 1800' s. In addition, . ()ther crops. such
as legumes which could have reduced erosion and allowed replenishing of
soil nutrients brought such 10 prices that it was not economical to
plant them. It was more profitable to farm an area intensively until
the soil was exhausted or eroded and then buy, clear and plant new land.
Abandoned land continued to erode.
Erosion of upland soils qUickly clogged the streams and rivers of
the Piedmont with large sedime t loads. Large rainstorms quickly
produced great runoff and major flooding occurred. This flooding,
combined with direct hillslope erosion. covered the rich soils of the
stream and river bottoms with p to several feet of silt with low productivity. Increased sediment loads caused the streams and rivers of
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the Piedmont to aggrade, aggr*atin g the flooding problem and causing
a dramatic rise in the water able in stream valleys. Swamps were
created in many of these stre
valleys. Figure 4, after Trimble (1974),
shows this development in a t pical Piedmont stream valley.
I

The erosion of the UPlanIs and sedimentation of the streams and
river bottoms had dramatic ef ects not only on the agricultural productivity of the region as di cussed in the preceding section, but
also on the archeological rec rd. This archeological record had been
preserved in the soil for at ieast 10,000 years with minimal disturbance.
During the 1800's, however, u~land erosion dislocated and deflated
artifacts and destroyed features indicative of pa.st construction and
other activities. Sedimentatfon of streambottomlands covered over
archeological deposits with u! to several feet of silt and slopewash.
While this sedimentation blan et may protect ar.. cheological deposits, it
biases our understanding of t em because it makes sites extremely
difficult to detect, or to st dy if discovered.
I

Changes in agricultural 1ractices and a shift to livestock and
timber production as well as anufacturing have greatly d.ecrease.d
erosion in the Piedmont since the early 1900's and the region i~
recovering economically. Theldamage, however, and biases introduced
to the archeological record c4nnot be changed. It is incumbent upon
the archeologist, therefore,
search for areas within the Piedmont
where erosion was not so dram tic and where effects on the archeological
record are minimal. Such min mally affected areas, and the archeological sites within them, are th4s extremely significant in understanding
the cultural heritage of the tegion.

to
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TUDY METHODS

The research design for
part by the management-orient
all or of a representative sa
(2) assessment of the signifi
analytical data recovered and
study would be of direct use
research.

his study project was determined in large
dgoals of (1) discovery and location of
pIe of the cultural resources present, and
ance of these resources. Descriptive and
produced in such a location and evaluation
o those involved in ongoing archeological

Although some archeologi
of their association with his
movements, or because they ex
architecture, evaluation of s
ment of their potential contr
cultural systems. House and
suggested several research pr
Carolina Piedmont archeologic
cover most ar"cheological rese
directly to the project areas
and discussed below.

al sites may derive significance because
qrically important persons, events, or
ibit unique styles of craftsmanship or
g11.ificance of.; mostsites.in.volves assessbution to ongoing research about past
allenger (1976: 145-150) have recently
blem areas for which data from South
1 sites are needed. These problem domains
rch questions in the region and pertain
under study here. They are summarized

-'

Deep, stratified sites w
prehistoric sequence establis
gion. Such sites are probabl
valleys because of periodic f
stream valleys could also.yie
with potential for independen
carbon analysis) would also b
Sites with large samples of s
dated indirectly (e.g., throu
importantly to our understand
variables.

"

, .... ;.-:

.._-~-

Uld be very useful in refining the
ed by Coe (1964) and others for the remost likely to occur in large river
ooding and deposition, although smaller
d stratified sites. Non-stratified sites
dating (e.g., with charcoal for radiosignificant for culture-history questions.
ylistically diagnostic artifacts may be
h seriation studies) and may contribute
ng of the range of variability of stylistic

ivity Analysis
Previous research in
1976) has shown that many pre
indicative of past activities
tions and comparisons of past
necessary of the range and ch

Carolina Piedmont (House and Ballenger
istoric sites exhibit artifact patterning
performed there. To attempt reconstruccultural systems, detailed knowledge is
racter of prehistoric activities.
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Lithic Profurement and Technology
Understanding stone utiltzation and procurement forms a basis
for exploring many other questions because of the relationship, in
non-metal using societies, between lithic technology and other basic
economic and social variables~ Sites with a large number of stone
tools and manufacturing waste! could contribute greatly within this
problem domain.
.

Settlement-Subsistence Patterns
Individual sites can contribute to our knowledge of the
functional differentiation of! settlements hypothesized especially for
the Archaic prehistoric perio1 in the Piedmont. Activity analysis,
in combination with direct su,sistence data (bones, seeds, pollen) and
information inferred because ~f site location near exploitable natural
resources, can lead to an und+rstanding of the character and variability
through time of broad settlem.nt-subsistence patterns.

Adaptational ChanJe and Anthropological Theory
!

Most of human existence ~f the last several million years is
represented by adaptations involving hunting and gathering of natural,
wild resources. Hunting and ,athering groups existing today are
limited in number and live ini"marginal" environments, e.g., deserts,
tropical forests, ice-coverediareas. Archeological evidence indicates
that modern hunting and gatheting groups do not exhibit the range of
economic, social, and ideologfcal complexity of hunters and gatherers
existing in the past in highlyI productive temperate forests. Detailed
study of environmental diverslty and change within the temperate forest
habitat, in combination with further detailed study of human adaptations
in the form of settlement-sub~istence patterning and social, political,
and ideological organization, imay lead to solutions to cultural evolutionary research problems of world-wide significance. Certain sites,
or series of sites, may contain data crucial to understanding the
processes involved in broad efonomic, social, and ideological transitions.
'!

Hist~rical Archeology
South (1977) has recentlf argued for more consideration of patterns
in the study of historical siles and has called attention to the potential of historical sites for teconstructing past lifeways and for
investigating evolutionary pr~cesses operating on historic populations.
Such potential research is iliustrated
by Lewis (1976) in his use of
I
historical period archeologic~ll1 data near Camden, South Carolina, to
test aspects of a "frontier mci>del" of expansion of British colonial
society. .An additional scientific problem domain in historical archeology is indicated by Carrillo 1(1976; n.d.) in his demonstration of
potential correlation between!refuse disposal patterns and ethnic identification at several eighteent~-nineteenth century house sites in South
Carolina.
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Refinement! of Survey MethodoZogy
Detailed study of certai!n sites may be justified by what it
can tell us of the adequacy ~f survey methods. Survey information on
the character and distributiob of sites can itself make a substantive
contribution, as long as such! information is shown by more detailed
studies to be representative.!
The above problem domain~ will be used to evaluate the
significance of sites locate~I in the project areas. Thus, the problem domains form the basis fior the research design by asking a variety
of relatively specific questilons about the sites, the data they contain,
the environmental data they ~re related to, and the methods used to
discover them.
.

ArchivaZ! and Library Research
The first phase in the s~udy project involved library and records
research to identify presentl~ known and recorded data and to estimate,
in general, the potential for! archeological and historic sites. The
State Site Inventory files, ~aintained by the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology", were checked! first. No sites were recorded for the
proj ect areas, although sever!al sites were on file for York and Cherokee
Counties. Contact with the s~aff of the South Carolina State Historic
Preservation Officer indicate~ that no sites within or near the project
areas were on, or under consi~eration for, the National Register of
Historic Places.
The potential for disco~ring presently unknown sites was judged,
however, to be high. Small p~ehistoric campsites are connnonly found
in areas of the Piedmont simi!lar to the proj ect areas (see House and
Ballenger 1976; Taylor and S~th 1978; Goodyear 1978). The actual
density, topographical distripution, and degree of preservation, however,
could not be estimated for thbse potential sites. Field survey was
necessary.
Library research also in~icated that it would probably be
difficult to locate sites in ~uch of the project area. Dense ground
surface cover, in the form of! forest, scrub, and grass, was predominant
in areas to be surveyed, with! plowed fields and other open areas at a
minimum. Previous Piedmont s~rvey under such low surface visibility
conditions had relied on expl!oratory excavation of small test pits over
wide areas in an attempt to lpcate sites. This approach has produced
mixed results. House and Bal~enger (1976) and Taylor and Smith (1978)
reported that relatively few sites were located by exploratory subsurface test pits. Sites hav~ been found with this approach, however,
especially on small survey prrjects where test pits have been closely
spaced (see, for example, Brockington 1978).
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This test pit approach, ):lowever, has not been systematically
evaluated as a discovery tech~ique. Taylor and Smith (1978) abandoned
initial attempts to use disco~ery test pits in surveying Russell Reservoir
because of the low productivi~y in relation to the time and labor cost.
Much of the cost for Taylor apd Smith, however, was due to logistics
problems relating to the accu~ate on-the-ground location and mapping of
the test pits so that their d~stribution would conform to the sampling
plan designed. Such logistic~ problems may not be great in surveys of
the systematic, linear projecF areas represented by transmission lines.
House and Ballenger (197~) also used systematically placed test
pits in their survey of the p~oposed Interstate 77 highway corridor.
Again, the location and mappi~g of the test pits themselves was a high
cost, and the approach result~d in few sites being discovered. House
and Ballenger spaced their teSt pits widely and used relatively few of
them. This could be seen to ~ncrease their logistics problems in the
field relative to the discovery potential.
Library research thus in~icated problems with using test pits to
discover the typically low artifact density sites of the Piedmont.
Review of previous large scal$ studies, however, left unresolved the
efficiency of the approach if! logistics-related costs could be reduced.
Such cost reductions might ge*erally be possible when working within
long, narrow corridors typicat of transmission line projects. In
addition, library research in~icated few recommended alternatives to
the test pit approach for vegl!'!tatedareas. Systematic clearing of
small areas using a rake to rfmove surface vegetation has been attempted,
but with largely unprOductivefeSUlts (Glen Hanson, personal communication; Pat Garrow, personal co unication). Large scale Piedmont survey
projects have relied primaril on inspection of small, eroded dirt roads
or timbered areas and the reI tively few cultivated fields that may be
present in a survey area (Gooc(lyear 1978; Taylor and Smith 1978; House
and Ballenger 1976).
i
i

Such reliance on open ar~as, however, poses severe problems for
environmental impact related ~rcheological survey projects because of
the typical small size and ar~itrary boundaries of the projects. The
areas actually inspected may ~ften be too limited to assess adequately
the archeological resources t~at may be present. In addition, it becomes
extremely difficult to conduct problem oriented research and make
meaningful substantive contri*utions with reliance on such a discovery
approach because of the diffi¢ulties of fitting such open areas into a
scientifically meaningful sampling plan.
The following section represents an attempt to overcome some of
these sampling problems, whil4 maintaining a rigorous and meaningful overall plan. The sampling desig~was also developed specifically to allow
evaluation of the efficiency 4f the discovery test pit approach in
comparison with other methods,
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The overall plan struct~ring the sampling was to provide a mixed
strategy of surface observati!on and exploratory test pits to meet the
goals of (1) providing for adequate survey coverage, (2) substantive
research results, and (3) met~odological evaluation. Test pits would
be used under tightly control'~ed conditions so that their cost-benefit
as a discovery technique coul~ be carefully evaluated. It was also
decided to attempt to minimiz~ the cost of the test pit approach as much
as possible while maintaining! a system of numerous, closely spaced pits.
A one-day reconnaissancel of the project areas and inspection of
aerial photos provided by Duk~ Power Company were very useful in designing the sampling plan. Thesel early investigations allowed us to estimate
ground cover conditions in di~ferent parts of the project area.
Ground surface visibility was highest for the Catawba-Newport East
(Newport B&W) and the 3 short! "fold-ins," Catawba-Allen, Catawba-Pacolet,
and Catawba-Newport (Allison breek B&W). This surface visibility was
primarily the result of small I patches of eroded areas associated with
the existing transmission lin~s paralleling the proposed routes. These
small eroded patches were mos~ often the result of highway roadcuts
across the project corridor ahd of small dirt access roads built within
the existing corridors for ma~ntenance purposes. Several small plowed
areas existed within the proj~ct corridors in addition. The total percentage of ground surface tha~ was visible for inspection was difficult
to estimate accurately, but probably represented 7-10% of the project
I
area.
was very low, however, for the Catawbaed fields intercepted over its entire 25
hout heavy grass or forest were very
ce over the route was estimated to be less
oject area.

Ground surface visibilit
Ripp line. There were no plo
mile route, and open areas wi
limited. Visible ground surf
than 1% of the Catawba-Ripp p

It was noted during the ~hort reconnaissance of the project areas
that few, if any, areas of mature forest existed. The area was dominated
by scrub forest, thick undergtowth, and dense pasture grass. These conditions would make difficult fr impossible the use of a raking approach
to clear leaf and needle mold and examine the ground surface.
I,

!

I

It was decided to use op'ortunistic surface inspection to survey
the Catawba-Newport East (Ne ort B&W) line and the three short fold-ins.
A team of 2 surveyors would w lk over the corridor (of variable width,
but usually 100 feet) searchi g for areas where the surface of the
ground was visible. These ar as would then be carefully examined for
artifacts. If artifacts coul be found, they would all be collected
and the site's size, shape, a d artifact density recorded. A test pit
would be excavated to record ubsurface deposits and stratigraphy.
Notes would also be taken on he environmental conditions at the site.
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For the Catawba-Rippli~e, surface observation would also be used
whenever possible, but, becau!se of the limited nature of surface
visibility, the main emphasis! would be on exploratory test pits. To
be successfu~such test pits pould have to be numerous and relatively
closely spaced. The test piti approach, however, is relatively labor
intensive, and thus costly asi a survey technique. Such a high cost
makes sampling of the area ne~essary. With the use of a sampling plan
with enough rigor to provide ~ representative estimate of the entire
area, logistics problems grealtly increase because of the difficulty of
traversing the area, accurate~y measuring distance traveled, and
finding the test pit location! designated by the sampling plan. The need
is thus for a sampling plan that can be quickly and easily implemented in
the field while maintaining erough rigor to produce a scientifically
adequate sample.
!

I

Correlation of site loca~ion with environmental features is not
well developed in Piedmont arbheology. Certain environmental features
only, such as hilltops, for e~ample, could not be selected and surveyed
intensively. All environment~l settings would have to be included within the sample. For an adequa~e sample, these microenvironments should
be selected in proportion to Fheir total presence within the project area.
Such a strategy, howevert is not without difficulty. It is very
difficult to characterize int rriverine Piedmont microenvironments.
Ideal types, such as hilltop, valley bottom, and hillside slope can be
described, but on-the-ground reaks between these types are difficult
to make. The situation becom s even more complex when attempting to
include finer, but perhaps mote meaningful types such as ridgetop,
ridgenose, ridgeslopes, bluff knoll, saddle (see Taylor and Smith 1978:
163). To implement a samPlin~ strategy based on such a typology,
features within a large area urrounding the project corridors would
have to be typed, their propo tions estimated, and then these proportions
used in selecting microenviro ments for study within the corridor.
i

After examining topograp*ic maps of the project region and
attempting to type landforms, lit was decided that such a system was too
subjective to be meaningful. !We had no confidence in the utility of
most of our distinctions, for i example, among ridgetop, ridgenose, and
saddle. Furthermore, it was felt that these distinctions would be even
more difficult to make in the field, especially as the proj ect corridor
may intercept the landform ty~es in a variety of different ways. Such
difficulty in the field would.i, also compound logistics problems involved
in using the test pit approac~ to site discovery.
!

i

!

It was therefore decided!to divide the project corridor for the
Catawba-Ripp line into a numb~r of logistically manageable units, take,
environmental data on these u its, stratify the population of units on
the basis of this data, and t en sample within each stratum. It was
thought that a 15-20% sample f the project area would be of sufficient
size to recover an adequate s pIe of sites and their value ranges for
ecological and cultural varia les. That size sample should also be
sufficient to test the useful ess of the test pit approach. If the
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approach was judged extremel~ useful, perhaps additional sampling or
complete survey would be war~anted. If the approach was judged to be
relatively useless, perhaps ~nother form of survey would be indicated.
'i

Our procedure was as fo~lows. We divided the 24.49 mile long
corridor into 258 segments e~ch 500 feet long. English system measures
were used rather than metric Iso as to fit with topographic survey information recorded for the corr~odor by Duke Power Company. The corridor
and the unit segments were dawn on U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle maps
for the project area, and en ironmental data were recorded for each unit.
The variable list for each unlit was as follows:
•

Study unit identOfication number. A sequential number
from 1 to 258. I ngineering survey station numbers, used
by Duke Power cO.Fpany , were also recorded. These station
numbers were obt~ined from detailed plan and profile
drawings prepare~ by Duke Power Company.

.'

Maj or drainage. The major river drainage within which
the study unit oFcurred, either the Catawba River or
Broad River.

•

Major ~oil unit.i Four broad soil associations were
mapped for the r~gion by The Soil Conservation Service,
U.S. Department pf Agriculture.

I,

!

I

•

Present vegetatifo'

Forested or non-forested.

•

Direction of

•

Change in elevat on along the corridor centerline.
The difference i feet between the beginning and end
points of each 5 a-foot long study unit.

•

Change in elevat
centerline. Ele
perpendicular to
on each side of

•

Distance from unit midpoint to nearest water. Measured
in feet to neare t permanent stream or spring.

•

Number of

•

Number of

•

Distance to maoo

•

Elevation above

e f'acing.

~lo

East, northeast, north, etc.

on·perpendicular to the corridor
ation change in feet, measured
the corridor centerline, for 250 feet
he study unit's midpoint.
!

stream~

within 1/2 mile.

i

..::....:::..;:;...::.-:;.;;:.::r-

within -1 mile
-.

~c.::.....;...:.=

river (Catawba or Broad), in miles.
level of unit midpoint.
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Using available U.S.G.S.I quadrangle maps, as well as aerial photos
and plan and profile drawing~ provided by Duke Power Company, values for
these variables were recorde~ for each study unit. These were then
keypunched and standard histdgrams produced for each variable. These
histograms were carefully eX~ined for obvious distribution breaks that
could indicate points for s~ple stratification. No major breaks were
observed. The variables withl 2 or more qualitative states showed relatively smooth distributions. These distributions were not normal, however, but were skewed to vari10us degrees as expected.
The next set of experime l
and sample statistics for gro
grouped according to their va
groups were compared in terms
For example, the study units
Broad River Drainage and one
two groups were then compared
Each of our study unit variab

ts involved inspections of distributions
ps of study units. The study units were
ues for a certain variable, and then these
of their values on all the other variables.
ere divided into 2 groups, one within the
ithin the Catawba River Drainage. These
for their values on all the other variables.
es was analyzed in this manner.
II

The purpose of this ana IIIsis was to gain a subjective understanding
of the interrelationships of he variables measured. More objective
statist.ical methods, e.g., ch -square analysis, analysis of variance,
correlation analysis, were no considered appropriate or very useful.
First, we did not have a deta led understanding ·of the meaning of each
variable and, in some cases, ere unsure of the reliability of our measurements. Second, detailed stat stical tests and analyses assumed certain
distribution characteristics uch as normality. Although transformations
could perhaps have helped in eeting these assumptions, we were hesitant
to manipulate such a limited ata set so heavily. Third, our mixture of
nominal, ordinal, interval, a d ratio data would not have allowed statistical comparisons even in the b st of conditions.
Comparisons of groups of study units did not produce any outstanding
insights. Several of the var abIes were obviously interrelated, e.g.,
number of streams within 1/2 nd 1 mile, while others appeared to be
independent, e.g., slope dire tion. In general, we were able to conclude
that there were no major diff rences among any of the study unit groups
we created, e.g., between eas facing and west facing slopes, for the
variables we were measuring. We noticed that the Broad River drainage
(to the west of the study are) was generally more rugged, with greater
elevation changes within stud I units, and with greater percentage of forest
cover.
!

I

As this preliminary anal sis provided no real clues as to how to
stratify our population of st dy units, we selected, based on intuitive
grounds only, measures of ele ation change within study units as our
major stratifying variable.
he reasoning behind this was that, in the
absence of other indications, degree of slope was felt to have perhaps
been the major variable for s'te selection by prehistoric groups. Water
was generally available throu hout the project area, reducing its probable
importance as a site selectio factor. Soil types, while probably very
important in site selection because of the vegetation control, and thus
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faunal control, they exert, were extremely difficult to measure for
our study units. We had lit~le confidence in their accuracy. Attempts
to use broad soil groups for. our analysis were not rewarding because of
the limited variability of t ese over the project area. In addition,
we had little confidence in he ability of present-day soil types to
indicate prehistoric soil ty~es for this heavily eroded area.
We first divided our st dy units into 2 groups: those in the
Broad River drainage and those in the Catawba River drainage. This was
done to increase our overall sample dispersion in accordance, particularly,
with our management-oriented goals and the general distinction we had
noticed in ruggedness betwee the two drainages.
Within each of these gro ps we first added together, for each
study unit, the values of Cha e in Elevation Alon Corridor Centerline
and Chan e in Elevation Pere dicular to Corridor Centerline. This
sum was interpreted by us as
general measure of the amount of slope
in each study unit. Lower S
would indicate more "flatness" and
higher sums more slope withinl each unit. In general, we expected to find
archeological sites associatipnwith "flatness".
I

We next divided the Broa and Catawba drainage groups into subgroups
based on increments of 10 fee in the above sum. For example, 0-9 feet,
10-19 feet, 20-29 feet, etc., of total slope defined the subgroups of
study units. A 20% random sa pIe was then drawn from each subgroup.
Because all fractions were ev luated as the next highest whole number,
we ended up with a 26.7% tota sample, 69 of the total 258 study units.

~

For each of these 69 stu y units selected we planned to excavate
6 exploratory test pits, each 30cm square. These test pits would be
placed on the corridor center ine exactly 100 feet apart. All the dirt
fill of each pit would be car fully examined with a small hand trowel
for the presence of artifacts
In addition, notes on the vegetation, soil,
degree and direction of slope and other environmental features would be
recorded for each study unit. I
This method of eXPloratoty test pitting allowed us to locate study
units by survey station numbers marked on wooden stakes by Duke Power
Company engineers. Duke powe~ Company aided us tremendously by sending
their survey engineers back i to the field ahead of our party to locate
precisely our study units wit in the corridor and to re-stake and re-mark
them as necessary. We planne to locate a study unit, excavate a test
pit at its origin, move 100 f et along the corridor and excavate a second
test pit. We would continue his spacing until we reached the end of
the study unit and excavated our sixth test pit. When 2 study units
occurred together, the last t st pit of one would serve also as the first
test pit of the other.
This method would allow
test pits, while at the same
minimum. Of course, our effi
surveying performed by Duke P
at all times in the field by

s to map exactly the locations of all our
ime would keep logistics problems to a
iency was greatly increased by the rewer Company, as well as by the accompaniment
uke Power Company staff familiar with the area.
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In addition to test pits excavated in this manner, we planned to
excavate others in order to test areas perceived in the field as having
high potential. Also, we pI ned to examine carefully any cleared or
plowed areas we discovered whlile surveying the corridor. Several
possibly open areas were reCOfded from study of aerial photos, and these
were listed as places to chec for surface examination.

I

Fie Zdwork

Fieldwork proceeded almLst exactly according to plan. A total of
8 working days with a four-pe~son crew was necessary to complete the
designed survey. In addition~ a one-day reconnaissance preceded the
survey, and one day of photog aphy and test pit excavation at selected
sites was spent after complet'on of the field survey.
Actual field procedures tid not deviate from those detailed in our
research design. Three days ere spent examining the short "fold-in"
transmission line segments an the Catawba-Newport (East) line. Sixteen
sites were found in these pro osed right-of-way, all of which were discovered in eroded or cultivat d areas. Intensive collections we.re made
at these sites, in an attempt to gather all artifacts observable. For
all sites, however, ground co er restricted visibility, and prevented
complete collection. Even th ugh the collections are probably incomplete,
we are confident that as repr sentative sample as possible was collected.
In addition, we are confident that no large or high-art ifact-density
sites were missed along the p oposed Catawba-Newport (East) line, or the
Catawba-Allen, Catawba-Pacole , and Catawba-Newport (Allison Creek B&W)
realignment segments. Small roded areas, dirt access roads, and patches
of cultivation were numerous nd relatively closely spaced over the
corridors. We do not recomme d further discovery-related survey for
these lines.
Five working days with a four-person crew were spent in surveying
the proposed Catawba-Ripp lin. This involved excavation as planned
of 393 test pits, each 30 cm quare, for the 69 study units selected for
our initial· sampling. In ad ition, we carefully examined the entire
corridor for areas in cult iva ion, eroded areas, and other areas of surface visibility. These open reas were very limited within the proposed
corridor, but contained alII sites found. Not a single artifact was
encountered in any of the 393 test pits, even when a "surface" site was
present nearby. These result were very disappointing and force us to
reconsider the utility of sue an app.roach for general Piedmont survey.
It is highly probably that ma y sites are present in the corridor but
simply could not be located b I us.
Even though subsurface t
that complete reliance on sur
posed corridor, or will be ad
similar ground cover conditio
Possible alternatives are dis
report.

sting was ineffective, we do not feel
ace examination was adequate for this proquate for future projects in the region with
New procedures must be developed.
ussed in a concluding section of this
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Work
Laboratory work on the rtifacts and other data recorded during
the field survey was carried out intermittently during the Fall of 1978
and the Spring of 1978. Artifacts were cleaned, sorted, and catalogued,
and prepared for permanent cu ation. Site records were completed and
placed on file, and photograp y and drafting were accomplished as necessary for completion of per nent curation requirements and for use in
the analysis and report prepa ation. Detailed comparisons of artifacts
recovered were made ~ith thos from other collections and with those
discussed and illust~ated in rcheological research literature concerning
the region. Significance ass ssments for the sites were made on the basis
of this study, and a plan was developed to mitigate impact to the one
significant site located and 0 the undiscovered sites that may exist
in the Catawba-Ripp corridor. Site descriptive data, significance assessments, and reconnnendations ar presented in the following section. ,
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RESULT. AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Site D ta and Assessments
All of the 27 sites locat d during the field survey were
discovered in unvegetated are s, and all artifacts collected were
found on the ground surface. In general, the sites were monotonously
similar, most consisting of a few quartz or slate flakes and fewer
bifacial/unifacial tools (if hese latter were present at all). All
but one of the 27 sites were ocated in severely eroded areas, with
no preservation of archeologi al deposits. The one exception, 38YK72,
has suffered moderate erosion in some areas, but has potential for
containing subsurface deposit. Its size and its preservation from
complete erosion make it an e ceptional site for the interriverine
Piedmont.
Table 3 presents data co
study project. The sites can
(1) small scatters of flakes,
present that are diagnostic 0
scatters of flakes and a few
diagnostic of a cultural-hist
flake and tool scatters.

cerning the 27 sites located during the
be classified into 3 major categories:
and perhaps a few tools, with no artifacts
cultural-historical periods, (2) small
ools, one or several of which are
rical period, and (3) larger, more dense

Of the 27 sites found in the study areas, 15 contained no artifacts
diagnostic of a defined cultu aI-historical period. These sites were
small, and only one contained more than 17 total artifacts. AllIS of
these sites are located in ba ly eroded areas with no archeological
deposits preserved. Theeffe ts of past agriculture, timbering, and
other disturbances on these sOtes has been so great as to limit greatly
their research potential. No further work is recommended at any of these
sites and none of them is rec mmended as eligible for the National
Register.
Sites with artifacts dia ostic of particular cultural-historical
periods have more research va ue because, as a group, they can provide
data on changes through time On demography, technology, and settlementsubsistence patterns. Twelve sites with at least one temporally diagnostic
artifact were found. Of thes , 9 were small and contained fewer than 25
total artifacts. All of thes 9 are located in severely eroded and disturbed areas and suffer the s e limits on reseaTIch potential as described
above for the undiagnostic sites. Data already collected from these 9
sites may have utility for future synthetic studies of Piedmont archeology,
but gathering of additional field data would not be cost-effective, and
no further work is recommended. These 9 sites are recommended as not
eligible for the National Regi ter.
Three sites located durin the survey contained significantly
larger numbers of artifacts, i dicating great intensity of occupation
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i
!

and perhaps better preservatif!n of the archeo10gica.1 deposits. Two
of the 3 sites, 38YK60 and 38 ~61, are located on opposite bluffs
overlooking Big Allison Creek (now part of Lake Wylie) (see Figure 5).
While both of these sites pr04ticed large artifact collections, and
38YK61 contained artifacts rewresentative of Early, Middle and Late
Archaic subperiods ,both site~are severely eroded and disturbed. No
soil remains at either site, ~:t'obab1y as a result of intensive cotton
agriculture in the 19th and ecjtr1y 20th centuries. While erosion has
now been checked, the effectsiof previous agriculture, timbering, and
soi1.movement greatly limit fll1I1ther investigation potential. Artifact
collections already recovered!1constitute a sample for future study of
the sites; additional investi ~tionwou1d add only limited information.
No further work is recommendefor 38YK60 or 38YK61, and neither is
recommended as eligible for t e National Register.
!

One site, 38YK72 , is rec~~ended as eligible for the National
Register on the basis of its ~0!tentia1 to yield important information.
38YK72 is located on a broad #errace and slope overlooking Little
Allison Creek to the west; it loovers approximately 15,000 square meters
of a large soybean field (seetFigure 6). The site is un,ique among those
discovered in this study proj~ct in that it still has soil present on
its surface; this characteris#ic is rare for interriverine Piedmont sites.
Test pits excavated at the si~e indicated that sub-plow zone deposits
may remain at least partia11ylintact. Thus, features may be present.
At the very least, horizonta1!stratification (differential placement over
the surface) is probably not greatly disturbed, allowing for isolation of
temporal components and activ~ty areas and comparisons of these among
themselves and with other sit~s.
Site 38YK72 has the pote4tia1 for answering questions within several
of the problem domains listed Iabove as determining the overall research
design. These problem domains! :are culture-history, activity analysis,
lithic procurement and technology, sett1ement-subsis tence patterns, and
adaptationa1 change. The mu1Uip1e components (temporal) present, the
moderate artifact density, an<i" above all, the preservation at the site,
all contribute to the eva1uat~on of high research potential for 38YK72.
A plan to mitigate effects of itransmission line construction to the site
is presented in the section b~low.

R~commendations
,

~tigatio~ of Impact to 38YK?2

Construction of the Catajba-Newport (East) 230 KV. transmission
line will not totally destroy sft..·te 38YK72 , even if the most destructive
construction procedures were o'be followed. Duke Power Company can
take steps to reduce this imp~et further. If towers supporting the.
transmission lines can be pla~e.d outside the site, and heavy machinery
routed so as to avoid passing ow.er the site, impact will be minimal.
Long-term, indirect impacts t the site should not be a problem. The
.

I

I
i
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FIGURE 5.

View of proposed Catawba-Newport (East) transmission line corridor, facing south. Tower and
line construction will be in existing corridor to the east (left) of the two transmission lines
shown. Site 38YK60 is in foreground. and site 38YK61 is on top of bluff across Big Allison
Creek (now Lake Wylie).

,

w
w

,

FIGURE 6.

View of 38BK72 facing southwest. Site covers a large area presently under cultivation
terrace and slope overlooking Little Allison Creek.

on a

site is already cleared and i lmaintained as an agricultural field.
Vandalism, erosion, and new c l'list.ruction should be limited because of
the farmer's interest in the ~te area.
Location of towers to av id 38YK72 may be impossible, however,
because of the necessity for III antle,orturn, in the transmission
line near the site. In the e eint tower construction and some heavy
equipment movement cannot avo d the site a five-point study program
to recover data is recommende to mitigate their effects:
1.

Prepare a detai ad topographic map of the site area,
especially show ng its relation to Little Allison Creek
to the west.

2.

Conduct an inte siive, systematic surface collection of
the site area t evaluate presence and preservation of
historical stra igraphy.

3.

Conduct small, imited excavations at proposed tower
locations to re over data that would be lost during
construction.

4.

Perform a detai

5.

Make available
researchers.

Such a study program sho
A two-person crew could compl
including drafting time. Int
take a crew of four persons I
be done in a period of maxim
after agricultural disking an
or crops begin to grow. Sma1
a crew of 4 about 1 week. St
research report should invo1v

recovered.
report of the study to interested

lid not be time-consuming or expensive.
te a.detailed topographic map in 2-3 days,
naive, systematic surface collection would
2 days. This surface collection should
surface visibility at the site, e.g.,
a heavy rain, but before grass, weeds,
iexcavations at tower locations should take
dy of data recovered and preparation of a
1-2 persons for about 1 month.

Considerati n of Undiscovered Sites
a"long the Ripp Corridor
Although no significant
proposed Catawba-Ripp corrido
there which could not be disc
inadequacy of current archeo1
Additional survey under prese
It is extremely doubtful if s
reliance on small, scattered
would result in the discovery

rlcheo1ogica1 sites were found in the
, it is expected that many sites exist
vered because of dense vegetation and the
g~cal survey methods for such situations.
t ground cover conditions is not recommended.
ch additional survey, because of its necessary
e~t pits to penetrate the vegetation cover,
olf any additional sites.

Numerous small prehistor·cj sites are expected to still exist in
the corridor, but because of h~ir limited size and artifact content,
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and especially their generall boor preservation, few would probably
have enough research signific .urce to qualify them for the National
Register. On the other hand, t~e small amount of data from each of
these numerous sites contribu ~s to a pool of information concerning a
large area.
!

Such a pool of informati nl usually results from a survey project
with the scope of the present s~udyand provides important data
concerning general patterns w'tlhin a region. This pool of information
can be construed to provide f rl mitigation of impact to the numerous,
small sites that maybe destr y~d as a result of a construction project.
It is unfortunate that such a pbol of information did not emerge from
the present study. Few sites w~re located, and, because of our lack
of confidence in discovery me hods, we are uncertain as to the
representativeness of this sm. sample. Thus, substantive contributions
to research by the survey proj elct itself are very limited.
i

It may be possible, howe e~, to solve this problem and, in doing
so, test an approach to solvi gl more general problems involved with
methods of archeological surv Yi' in the Piedmont. Duke Power Company,
in constructing the transmiss'o line, will proceed in 3 major steps:
(1) forest clearing, (2) disk'n and seeding the right-of-way with
erosion-preventing grass, and () tower construction and line placement.
Ideal conditions for observat'or of surface artifacts would occur after
disking and before growth of r~sscover and tower construction. There
will, of course, be impact to tre presently unknown archeological sites
in the corridor by the forest c~earing and disking, but no other
feasible means exists for the'rl discovery.
I

An examination of the co rfdorafter disking would have several

great benefits. First, proba
small, unrepresentative sampl
much progress to be made towa
site location in the interriv
provide data for a definitive
Piedmont--archeologists will
are missing by relying on opp
pitting.

1 all of the sites, rather than just a
, would be recorded. This should allow
d development of a predictive model for
r~ne Piedmont. In addition, it should
eraluation of survey methods in the
e~ for the first time exactly what they
rFunistic surface inspection and test
i
i

Larger collections of ar i~acts from each site shouJd result from
inspection of the freshly dis ~ corridor, allowing for better
estimates of the original art'f ct density and site size. Larger and
pIes will also give archeologists
more representative artifact
better information on the ran e of technology of manufacture and use
of stone tools and other impl m~nts; such samples could possibly a110w
better characterization and u d~rstanding.of the more usual, small,
and probably unrepresentative a~tifact samples.
I

Recording sites within t
disked corridor and collecting artifact
samples from them would also
e the benefit of providing after-thefact mitigation of impact to
corridor as a whole. Data recovered
would be available to researc e s working on a variety of archeological
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problems.

No other approach

Recording of sites withi
very useful benefit of allowi
impact to archeological sites
corridor clearing and disking
currently assumed, such may n
severe erosion, and prior tim
Piedmont may have so disturbe
struction of transmission lin
so, future archeological impa
centrate on proposed tower 10
impact.
For these reasons it is
be examined for archeological
project should not involve ex
should be able to walk the co
As impact to any sites record
be no strict schedule necessa
of a report. Such a report,
able time to provide theresu
proj ects. "As a follow-up to
vide unique and much-needed d
Piedmont archeological sites,
of the prehistory of the regi

provide such data.
!the disked corridor would also have the

g more detailed assessment of the destructive
in the interriverine Piedmont of transmission
Although a great amount of impact is
~ be the case. The intensive cultivation,
~ring episodes over most of the interriverine
!archeological sites present that con~ has little further impact.
If this is
~ survey for transmission lines might conations as being the only areas of further
~commended

that the Catawba-Ripp corridor

~ites immediately after disking. Such a
~nsive time or cost. A crew of 4 persons
~idor

and record data in less than 2 weeks.

~ would have already oocuI':!.1'ed, there would

Yi for study of the materials and preparation
q\vever, should be prepared within a reason~sto those persons attempting related
present study, such a report would profor those involved in management of
well as for scholars interested in studies

Considerations fo Wuture ArcheoZogicaZ Surveys
of Transmiss ® Line Corridors in the
Inte mvenne Piedmont
,

Given the nature of arch
Piedmont, Le., small, with 1
land use practices, and the p
region, tt is very dif£icul·t
surveys. Archeologists are i
sites because of inadequate s
strategies are also greatly 1
clus.ions based on such data

dlogical sites in the.interriverine

vegetation_ cover over muchof the
locate sltes dnriIl;garcheologicaLi11lpaet .
ia poor position to predict locations of
,~ples from previous studies.
Research
mited by these inadequate samples, and conY1 be specious.

Another problem, especia
resource management studies,
that are not totally destruct
are usually done in advance 0
construction or follow-up ins
an approach is definitely nec
for certain totally destructi
that a more flexible procedur
especially for projects where
should emerge from theadditi
a project is that concerning

J{Y for archeologists involved in culture
s! the lack of follow-up studies for proj ects
~e of the resources. Archeological studies
iconstruction, with no monitoring during
el'ctions after construction. Although such
ssary and may be the only approach feasible
eI projects, archeologists should be aware
·~aY provide additional, much needed data,
i pact is not total. One data set that
~ of monitoring and/or follow-up phases to
olre detailed assessment of construction

~ artifact density, the history of destructive
~seIltheavy

or

I
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and maintenance impacts to th iarcheological resources. Such
assessments may allow for muc ~ore efficiency in future projects, as
well as provide for a flexibl ~nd long-term management of the resources
remaining after project const ulction is complete. Benefits of such
monitoring and follow-up stud !phases also accrue to more problemoriented archeological reseal.' hi because of the additional data that
would be generated.
To allow for and to just' ff properly such monitoring and follow-up
stridiesva;rcheologi,sts; 'gq.:V:E!.r mf=nt . regulators.,and development agencies
and industries may need to be o~e more flexible in their interpretation
of what constitutes adequate u~vey coverage, what should be the unit
of significance assessment, a dlespecially, what may constitute mitigation.
The 3-step procedure ofinven o~y, assessment, and data recovery
(mitigation) in advance of co s~ruction may be too limited to accomplish
the goal of adequate historic p~eservation. Monit0ring and follow-up
studies may be necessary for ulch preservation, and perhaps should be
thought of as mitigating meas r~s themselves. Emphasis on the site as
the unit of study for assessmn~ of significance and development of data
recovery plans may not be app o~riate for all areas or proj ects. An
alternative would be developm nit of mitigation plans based on the overall potential of the impact a e~. Actual data recovery could then be
accomplished before, during, n~ after construction.
"

In view of the above co e~tsaprogram for survey of future
transmission line projects in t~e Piedmont is presented below. First,
existing archeological site i v~ntories, archives,. and local libraries
should be consulted to locate kpown sites and areas of high potential
or interest. If possible, pr d~ctions of sites and high interest areas
should be made based ontopog aphic features and their established
correlation with known archeo ogical sites. Attempts should be made to
contact local persons who are a~tifact collectors, amateur historians, or
who otherwise may help in the lpcation of sites. Such contact may include
personal interviews, requests f~r assistance through the media, or
presentations to local organi ations. A second phase would involve identification of areas where surfa e i visibility is good and a high survey
efficiency would be possible. ~hiS identification should be made through
study of detailed maps andae ifll photos, a brief reconnaissance of the
area, and, perhaps, an overfl·ght.
A third phase would invo
Those areas with high surface
of high interest or site pote
subsurface excavations. A fo
collected and preparation of
a report would assesssitesk
project area potential, and r
Mitigation measures, if neces
ing excavation/data recovery,
during construction, follow-u
of a final proj ect report.

v~ actuaL field survey of selected areas.

vfi.sibility would be inspected, and areas
t~al would be tested, probably with
r~h phase would involve study of data
n'i interim management-oriented report. Such
o¥n by that time, as well as additional
c i nunendmitigation measures, as necessary.
a y, would require additional phases involvm nitoring and additional site recording
tudies after construction, and preparation
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Of great interest in Pie ont transmission line studies is the
potential of monitoring and f ~low~up studies for providing after-thefact mitigation as well as us fulinformation for future research proj ects. I f significance can b construed as applying to the potential,
undiscovered sites in a proje t area, then the only feasible mitigation
of construction impact to thi resource potential is, in many cases,
through monitoring and follow up studies.
The addition oLmonitori
archeological impact project
cost. Each phase would be mo
toward activities with a high
through the forest, blindly e
eroded areas, as was done in
In addition to eliminating su
increasing efficiency, monito
increase the available data w
to increase the project effic

gand follow-up study phases to an
houldactually reduce the overall project
~ efficient in that it would be targeted
Y' favorable cost-benefit ratio. Trudging
aavating subsurface test pits in highly
he present project, would be eliminated.
h unproductive activity and thereby
ingand follow-up. studies should greatly
th a minimum effort. This would act also
ency.

The greatest benefit to d~ing monitoring and follow-up studies to
archeological surveys in the i~dmontwould be the long term increase
in the archeological data bas .. Perhaps no other approach offers a way
out of the problems of inadeq ate sa1llples now faced by archeologists
studing the prehistory of the region.
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APPENDIX

THE ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING PROGRAM
cilt Site 38YK?2

by

Zetta

Canouts
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In order to begin to, document the impact of transmission line
construction on archeolog~cal sites, the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology conducted a ~imited testing program for three days in
December of 1979 after to~er construction had been completed. Twentyfive one-meter square col~ection units were randomly located within
the transmission linerig~t-of-way, north of Tower #27. Five of the
units were then excavated! to sterile soil. A discussion of the testing
program follows. With re~pect to the Catawba-Newport transmission
line project, no further ~rcheological work is recommended at this
site.

Meth?dologiaal Problems
Because the site was! only cursorily collected on the initial
survey and not formally t~sted, it is not possible to quantify, or
even qualify with any reasonable
certainty, the condition of the preI
sent artifactual material$and their distributions relative to their
condition and distributionI prior to tower placement. This information
is necessary in order to understand and recognize those changes actually
attributable to the short~term, direct impact of transmission line
•
I
constructlon.
I
I

I

The construction variables may be reconstructed with some degree
of confidence. The four tower
pods were sunk to a depth of eight
I
feet. The crane used to $et the tower was transported on wide, balloon
tires. After constructio*, the area around the excavation was smoothed
and planted with millet t~ control erosion. Andrew Cloninger furnished
this information and vent~red
to guess that these activities occurred
I
during a dry period in th¢ fall of 1978. Briefly, the site would
seem to have been affecte~ by surface disturbance due to machine traffic, perhaps some compres$ion due to heavy loads (although wide, balloon
tires would tend to equal}ze this pressure), disturbance of artifacts
lying in the first 20 em o/elow the surface during construction of the
tower pods, and the possi~le collection of diagnostic artifacts by
crew members.
Impact to archeologi~al sites by transmission line construction
has been described as limtted and minor relative to other developmental
projects. Intensive coll¢ction and post-holing or small-scale excavation are believed to prtvide adequate means for sampling the information potential of Piedm~nt surface sites and for satisfying mitigative requirements in mO$t cases (Brockington 1977a: 4,7). However,
before the results of suci sampling strategies can be substantiated,
better information about the data potential of the sites before (and
after) project impact is required. Two problem areas are extremely
important: lateral displacement of artifacts and the relationship of
surface to subsurface mattrials.
I
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INPRQDUCTION

The site of 38YK72 ~s first recorded in August of 1978 during
an archeological survey for Duke Power's Catawba Nuclear-Newport (East)
230 kV transmission line., Situated on a slight rise, 30 m north of
an intermittent drainage 'land 150 m east of Little Allison Creek, the
site yielded a wide varie~y of lithic tool forms and raw materials.
At least six temporal com~onents have been defined through diagnostic
bifaces and the presence ~f pottery. Paul Brockington identified
Guilford, Savannah River,i Otarre, and Woodland affiliations. Veletta
Canouts and William Marqu~rdt from the Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology, accompaniedlby Andrew Cloninger from the Duke Power
Company, visited the site! in November of 1979 and recover~d a Palmer
basal fragment from an ea~lier Archaic component. A Morrow Mountain
biface was recovered froml the site during the testing phase in December
of 1979.
!

,

The site locational ~ata from the survey show that archeological
materials occur commonly pn top of ridge systems that parallel the
higher ranked drainages
creeks in the Piedmont. Although Site
38YK72 is but one of many I occurrences, it has a higher density and
greater variety of materials than other sites located in the transmission line corridor. I~ addition, the archeological record at this
locus apparently has agrtater integrity than many Piedmont sites since
the topsoil has not been ~roded away completely.

0t

Because of the density of Archaic materials relative to other
inter-riverine Piedmont sftes, the presence of a later ceramic component which might signal f~atures, and limited soil disturbance which
might permit observationslof artifact associations, the site was considered potentially eligibl¢ for nomination to the National Register
of Historic Places. In t~e event that the proposed construction could
not avoid the site, Brockington recommended a five-point study program
to document the site moreifully. Because this site was the only one
selected for testing, it ~ssumes a unique significance relative to
understanding the archeol~gical record of the area.
No archeological testing ensued prior to the construction of a
transmission tower at the I southern edge of the site area in the fall
of 1979. Up to that poin~, site disturbance had been confined to the
cultivation of soybeans a4d probably some indirect impact, in the
form of vehicular and ped4strian traffic, from the construction of
two transmission lines onithe western boundary of the site, nearer
Little Allison Creek. So~e studies of the effects of plow disturbance
on archeological material~ have been undertaken recently (e.g., Talmage
et al. 1977; Roper 1976). i They reach the conclusion that although
materials are mixed and dagged laterally, their relative positions,
that is artifact concentr tions and associations, appear to reflect
the original site pattern·ng. Few, if any, such studies have been
undertaken to record the 'mpact of transmission line construction on
archeological sites.
!
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I

i
!

I

Latf1"al Displacement

'
r
I

Artifact assemb1ages of surface sites situated in the Piedmont
have been displaced later 11y by deforestation, cultivation, and soil
erosion, t'o mention a few agents. What then is the data potential
of these sites prior to Pfoject impact? For example, 38YK72 has been
plowed and is still under~CU1tivation. As mentioned earlier, studies
have begun to ask questio s about the effects of discing in dragging
and breaking artifacts.
ut to interpolate information from these
general studies to condit·ons at a particular site in the South Carolina Piedmont is very que~tionab1e. More studies are needed in order
to contend with regional ~nd local variability with reference to soil
type, type of cU1tivation~ type of machinery, length of cultivation,
etc. (James Michie, persora1 communication).
I

To address this problem at Site 38YK72, a portion of the site
needed to be disced and m~teria1s plotted before and after discing.
For purposes of compariso , a similarly controlled experiment to measure
vehicular and pedestrian raffic on a site should be conducted, preferably just prior to tow r construction elsewhere in this or a similar
area. Unfortunately, poo weather conditions stayed plowing at 38YK72,
and these data $ti11 need to be collected and quantified in other testing
programs.

Relationsrzip

of

fU1"face to Suhsu1"!ace Matel"ials
!

i

The investigation of mixed deposits may be better considered
with respect to the re1at onship between surface and subsurface deposits. Leaving aside unti later the issue of in situ archeological
deposits, the first quest on addressed is whether the composition of
the surface assemblage is an accurate representation of the subsurface
assemblage and the total ssemb1age. The next question to follow is
whether the surface patte ning, with reference to density, artifact
associations, and spatial isolates, reflects the subsurface patterning.
This question bears direc lyon feature or provenience data from undisturbed subsurface depositr'
These are important
mation that can be retrie
is a very labor intensive
be employed depends upon
under investigation, and
effects of project impact
in this study.

uestions that relate to the amount of infored from surface data. Subsurface testing
proposition. The degree to which it is to
he nature of the site, the research problem
n cultural resource management studies, the
on the site. The latter is of major concern

Investigations into
the South Carolina Piedmo
offer a starting point (H
1978). In a preliminary

hese relationships are just beginning in
t and elsewhere.
The 1-77 investigations
use and Ballenger 1976; House and Wogaman
esting phase, Winthrop College students
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under the direction of Ve~etta Canouts (1976) excavated Site 38YK25A
and there made an attemptito identify and deal with the horizontal
and vertical vectors of drsturbance. Preliminary results indicated a
close correspondence.betw a~ ~he content of the sur:ace and s~bsurface
assemblages -~ that ~s, a s~m~lar range and proport~on of art~facts.
Furthermore, the area of ~reatest artifact concentration on the surface also turned out to h¥ve the greatest amount of subsurface materials.
A more thorough test~ng program was initiated at the Windy Ridge
site, 38FAl18 (House and ~ogaman 1978). This study suggests that
there is indeed spatial Pftterning in subsurface deposits that have
been disturbed. In this ~ase, disturbance was limited to a possible
tree fall and plowing whi~h took place 30 to 40 years ago. An intact
sandy loam zone was discovered below the plow zone and above the subsoil (House and Wogaman 1~78: 36).
i

,

Although the investi~ations were conducted in two stages, to
attempt to maximize the Pftential for isolating activity sets, the
time constraints did nom olillow the analysis interval needed to recognize distributional patterns. The Stage I and Stage II results produced some information oni sampling biases, however. For example,
Morrow Mountain bifaces s emed to cluster in Stage I but in opening
the Stage II block excava ~on outside the cluster area, a high number
of Morrow Mountain bifacewas recovered. The suggestion is that
both data sets may indica e a concentration of bifaces further east,
a "tip of the iceberg" ef act (House and Wogaman 1978: 122).
As interesting as th~se results are, they cannot be related back
to a controlled surface c~llection, especially a plowed surface.
Contour maps of controlletl surface collections of plowed sites have
produced spatial patterns! (see Goodyear 1975: 18-19). But few studies
have compared surface andisubsurface data. Many such studies are
needed before a generalizing (quantifiable) stage is reached in which
the surface occurrences w~ll help predict subsurface occurrences (see
Goodyear 1975 for a discu$sion outlining long-term investigation and
integration of informatio~ retrieved from discrete sites).
i

If it should be ascertained that transmission line construction
and maintenance activitie~ do not cause very severe impact and if
disturbance factors can be controlled and surface data relied upon
to indicate the nature offthe subsurface remains, the extent of archeological testing (or mit gation) can be circumscribed. Surface data
are more readily accessib e both in survey reconnaissance and intensive survey.
I

.
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ll'IELD STRATEGY
,

The Institute of Arc~eology and Anthropology planned a three-day
testing program for Site $8YK72. Under the direction of Veletta
Canouts, assisted by Mich¥el Harmon from the Institute and Andrew
Cloninger and Stan Berg ftom Duke Power, field investigations were
conducted from December 1$ through December 21, 1979. A total of
70 person hours was spent I in the field, mapping the site and sampling
the surface and sUbsurfac~ deposits.
The site of 38YK72 it located on a second rank drainage, Little
Allison Creek which now f ows into Lake Wylie, an artificial lake
produced by the Wylie Damiacross the Catawba River. The site itself
occupies some 25,000 squate meters of a broad sloping terrace. Artifacts appear on the surfa~e for a distance of 125 m east of Little
Allison Creek to the baseiof a small knoll and from an intermittent
drainage just south of Toter #27, 200 m north to an east-west running
fence (Fig. 7). The dept~ of the topsoil suggested the possibility
of sub-plow zone features!to Paul Brockington (p. 34). Soil probes,
during a visit to the sit~ in November 1979, revealed sandy loam deposits, 20-30 cm in depth~
!

At that time, the sotbean staff had been plowed under. Tower
#27 was in place at the s~uthern edge of the site, and the tower pods
were surrounded by grass r'lanted to control erosion. Erosional gullies
occurred downslope along he western edge of the 230 kV transmission
line right-of-way. Stony depleted soils lay underneath the 500 kV
transmission line paralleing the project line further downslope. A
relatively high number ofiartifacts were visible there. While their
number may have been due ~o slope wash, the same area yielded a high
number of artifacts durin$ the first survey when the fields were in
soybeans.
Because of the limit~d testing program, activities were confined
to the right-of"'way near ithe tower pod, as it was the primary area
of impact. Without plowirjlg, which ground conditions did not permit,
surface visibility was rather disparate. No plowing meant also that
controlled data on artifar.t movement could not be gathered. Therefore,
the field strategy focuse~ on the relationship between surface and
subsurface assemblages atla ratio of 25 surface collection lxl m squares
to 5 subsurface lxl m excfvation units. Cold weather and stony, wet
ground interfered with th, efficiency of the testing program.
I

!

A datum was first set up near the northwest corner of Tower #27
(Fig. 8). The southwest jorner of 15 collection squares was. located
north of the tower using
table of random numbers to determine vectors and distance. The c ordinates were chosen to conform to the
right-of-way boundaries, pproximately 23 m either side of the centerline. The extra help pro ided by the Duke Power representatives facilitated the operations, a*d a second datum was set up approximately
60 m north of Datum 1; bOrh datums had a 180 0 sweep and a 50 m radius.
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Testing Area at 38YK72.

Ten more squares were loc

ed south of Datum 2.

Thus, the squares we
area within the southeast
sample, or about .1% of t
sample would have insured
the efficiency of this me
small sample. The simple
under the circumstances.

randomly located over a 2750 square meter
uadrant of the site, approximately a .9%
total site area. A stratified, unaligned
etter dispersion over the area. However,
od may not have been realized with such a
andom sample was faster and easier to employ

Each lxl m square wa cleared of vegetation, and except where
noted, a 100% collection
s made of all surface materials. Clearing
effected between 25% and
0% surface visibility, with half the squares
exhibiting 90% or better 'sibility and three-fourths, 50% or better.
Points for a contour map
re recorded while the surface collection
was underway: 20°/10 m i ervals around Datum 1 and 40°/10 m intervals around Datum 2 (Fig. )

.

Based on a cursory f
squares were stratified a
location: Group 1 - 16,
Group 4 - 1, 3, 4, 5, 8,
10, II, 17, 18, 19. One
of these groups, using a
One and one-half days wer
were screened (!t;" mesh) w
Sample Squares #2 and #7
squares caused difficulty
operating, much more of t
be sacked and returned to
litate the initial sortin
Institute in Columbia, So
January.

ld examination of the collections, the
ording to potential artifact counts and
, 23, ~; Group 2 - 14; Group 3 - 2, 12;
13, 15, 21, 22, 25; and Group 5 - l, 6,
uare (underlined) was selected from each
ble of random numbers were appropriate.
spent excavating these units. The deposits
h a power sifter. The rocky matrix in
d the wet clay encountered in the remaining
In order to clean the screen and keep it
matrix than originally anticipated had to
he laboratory. Water screening to faciof these materials was conducted at the
h Carolina, during the first part of

Each excavated unit
few Piedmont site excavat
potential (cf. Cable and
1976) • Most Piedmont soi
truncated soil profiles.
comprises the testing are
horizon" 0-15 cm of dark
of yellowish-red, friable
firm clay (U.S. Departmen

splayed a unique soil profile. There are
ns to aid in assessing their archeological
chie 1977; House and Wogaman 1978; Canouts
have been heavily deflated and exhibit
he typical Cecil sandy clay loam, which
exhibits the following horizons: 1) A
rown, sandy loam; 2) B horizon, 15-35 cm
lay loam; and 3) C horizon, 35+ cm red,
of Agriculture 1965: 16).

All five excavated u
brown loamy topsoil. As
erosional gullies, Sample
A transitional coarse gra'
probably manganese oxides
absent from the adjacent
observed in Sample Square
the topsoil was once agai

ts contained between 10-15 cm of the fine,
ected from its slope position and nearby
quare 1f7 had the least amount of topsoil.
ed clay strata containing mineral stains,
which occurred in Sample Square #7, was
mple Square In. Similar mineral stains were
25 on the eastern edge of the site where
shallow.
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Sample Squares #14 a
greater topsoil depth of
tilled soil in Sample Squ
easily through a decompos'
derive from amphibolite,
1). The higher elevation
from the underlying geolo
even substance to, a grea

4124, located midfield, fuad1:>y far the
cm. No clay was encountered below the
e #14. Instead, the excavators shoveled
g, granitic matrix. The parent soils
nor schists, and gneiss (Butler 1966: Plate
n which the square was located results
formation which gives the illusion",of, and
soil depth.

Only in Sample Squar
the brown loamy tilled ho
zon C where subsurface fe
(Fig. 9). However, no so'
stratum is impossible to
be so highly variable.

#24 were there a few centimeters below
zon A and above a stained, brown clay horiures might have remained partially intact
changes were observed. The extent of this
edict since the soil profiles appear to

One anomolous featur
Square 4125. A moderately
appeared at the bottom of
began 18 cm below the
cm below the surface.
less compact than the sur
similar. Another faint s
of the southwest corner.
noted and as neither feat
naturally decomposinggeo
slight possibility that t
historic activities indic
tieth century items occur

was noted in the south profile of Sample
ompact, mottled clay-filled half circle
he excavation. The top of the feature
ceand widened to 40 cm in diameter, 40
ough the fill was more mottled and slightly
unding clay matrix, the texture was remarkably
in appeared in a quarter circle at the base
no cultural or organic associations were
e originated at the surface, some kind of
gic feature is suggested. There is a very
y may be culturally derived from earlier
ed by a few late nineteenth and early twenng in the area.

In all, about 1.5 cu
centimeter square units w
subsoil, once the bottom
All the artifacts were re
the first 10 to 15 cm. E
#24 (3 levels), the plow
been collapsed into one f
artifact ratios.

'c meters of soil were excavated. Fifty
e excavated to between 20 to 35 cm into
the A and B horizons had been reached.
vered in the A horizon or plow zone, in
ept for Sample Squares #7 (1 level) and
ne was removed in two levels, which have
the analysis of the surface to subsurface

Results
phasize the diversity of the artifacts
The testing results
,
type, and raw material. These data will
from 38YK72: their numbe
of
the vertical relationship between surface
contribute to a discussio
and subsurface cultural d osits. Distributional data which might
indicate horizontal diffe nces relative to occupational density or
activity loci could not b quantitatively generated from the limited
surface collection and ev
more limited subsurface excavation. In
an effort to supplement t
data base, the uncontrolled surface
collections from the surv
and testing phases are included.
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-----------------------------------------------------LEVEL

STRING

=

NOT EXCAVATED

DARK BROWN MED. FINE LOOSE SANDY LOAM,
10 YR 5/3
MOD. COMPACT, MOTTLED LOAMY CLAY OF 7.5 YR
6/6 REDDISH YELLOW + 2.5 YR 5/6 RED
STRONG BROWN COMPACT LOAMY CLAY W/ MANGANESE / IRON
STAINS WHICH DECREASE AS DEPTH INCREASES, 7.5 YR 5/6

FIGURE 9:

Profile of Sample Square #24.

TABLE 4
SURFACE COLLEC'lION;

RAW MATERIAL

Chunks

Quartz (qtz)

16

Primary
Flakes

Secondary
Flakes!

Biface
Thinning
Flakes

9

129

25

3

21

13

Felsic Tuff

4

1

Basalt (bst)

3

Rhyolite (rhy)

I

Bifacially
Worked
Chunks

FLAKED STONE

4

2

Utilized
Flakes

3

Bifaces

TOTALS

26

209

2

44

1

6

3

V1
~

I

Chert
Argillite (arg)

TOTALS

1

3

1

18

4

12

158

3
1

41

3

30

266

The general surface
sity. A total of 272 art'
utilized flakes, debitage
Six temporal periods were
see Table 2). Table 4 pr
of raw material. Raw mat
of lithic types by Novick
and the discussion by Hou
identification of "Caroli
the more generally accept
the "Carolina Slate" (Der
varieties of rhyolite are
lina Slate."

llection introduces some artifact diveracts was collected: flaked stone tools,
and stone and pottery sherds (Tables 4 - 6).
dentified by diagnostic bifaces (Table 6,
'des a comparison of flaked stone to type
ial identification follows the description
1979). The major discrepancy between Novick
and Wogaman (1978: 53~57) concerns the
Slate. " Although the debate is not over,
Ie typology assigns a volcanic origin to
ng 1980). As used here, banded and unbanded
omparable to what has been called "Caro-

Ubiquitous quartz ha
of five times the second
might be considered almos
most exotic, non-local t
which was manufactured in
specimens may have been i
1979: 432).

the greatest representation, on the order
nked rhyolite. The remaining lithic types
rare. But all are available locally. The
e is the Tennessee Ridge-and-Valley chert
a Palmer biface. The other:t;wo gray chert
orted from further north, as well (Novick

SURFACE COLLECTIO
NUMBER

TABLE 5
STONE AND POTTERY FRAG}lliNTS
DESCRIPTION

5

Plain, coarse quartz tempered sherds
(1 with a blackened interior)

1

Worked steatite sherd

3

Unworked schist fragments

1

Unworked, weathered rhyolite fragment

1

Unworked small quartz cobble

1

Unidentified, weathered green fragment

12
The descriptive typo gy used to analyze the debitage conforms
basically to that employe by House and Wagaman (1978: 58-60) with
A bifacially worked chunk category has
the following modificatio
e number of bifacially worked chunks recogbeen added. Apparently,
result of working with variable quality
nized at Site 38YK72 is t
quartz. These quartz chu s have had several flakes removed but have
or preform stage. Their bifacial reducnot been reduced to a bla
tion pattern eliminates t ir consideration as cores.
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TABLE 6
HAFTED BIFACES FROM THE SURFACE OF 38YK72
TYPE

RAW MATERIAL

TL

Palmer

chert

21.1

Morrow Mt

quartz

41.6

Guilford

quartz

44.9

Guilford

quartz

Guilford

HL

BW

HW

8.9

24(?)

22.2

13.7

22.6

17.7

THICKNESS

WEIGHT

COMMENTS

8.2

14.1

broken blade

10.6

7.7

broken tip

TW 20.3

12.3

10.6

broken tip

49.1

TW 20.6

9.4

9.9

broken tip

quartz

43.3

TW 22.2

8.5

7.7

concave base

Savannah R

quartz river cobble

53.1·

14.9

42.7

24.6

13.7

35.0

broken tip

Savannah R

banded rhyolite

49.0

14.5

20.8

50.5

9.4

24.8

broken tip, one side
corner notched

Savannah R

quartz

50.1

9.9

33.8

19.6

11.8

19.3

broken tip and broken
corner of base

Savannah R

quartz

55.9

12.8

44.7

20.0

19'.:0

47.0

broken tip

Savannah R

quartz

38.2

9.8

32.2

19.8

14.9

19.1

broke.n tip

Savannah R

quartz

54.8

12.3 (?)

39.1

18.7(?)

11.8

21.4

broken base and tip

Savannah R

quartz

58.8

12.5

27.6

15.6

10.9

18.0

whole

Savannah R

quartz

60.5

9.7

36.6

18.4

15.5

27.6

whole

Otarre

quartz

44.0

11.8

32.1

15.5

8.6

14.0

broken tip

Otarre

quartz

43.0

10.2

28.5

18.2

10.5

13.7

broken tip

I

VI
0\

I

Unnamed Woodland
stammed
rhyolite

30.1

TW 26.5

8.3

7.2

broken base and tip

Unnamed stenuned
(MM?)

25.4

TW 27.1

8.5

5.3

broken base

KEY:

TL

quartz

Total LengthHL Haft Length

All measurements in nun and gr

BW Blade Width

(TW Total Width) HW Haft Width (after House and Wogaman 1978: 63) •

House and Wogaman's
978: 59) flake category encompasses primary, secondary, and bifa
thinning flakes. Primary flakes are decortication flakes which exh it an outer cortex. Secondary flakes correspond to the other flak category and are interior or intermediate
reduction stage flakes.
·face thinning flakes or flakes of bifacia1
retouch result from the 1 t stages of manufacture and resharpening.
The model ofa biface red tion system was originally presented in
House and Ballenger (1976 Fig. 15). In the analysis, flakes which
had questionable thinning lake attributes were assigned to 'the secondary flake category.
The high correlation
acquisition and smaller f
(e.g., House and Ba11enge
biface reduction are repr
quartz was quite high. 0
#2 and #7 were discarded
was manufactured from a q
which would have been ext
the surface. However, mo
veined bedrock. Although
unworked fragment found 0
represented suggest a com
rhyolite is more locally
ia1 was identified as "Ca
House and Wogaman 1978: 5
flakes to other flakes pr
qualities of rhyolite, an
attributes exhibited by t
The general surface
data patterns are only su
surface assemblages incor
Squares. The nature of t
ferent, in analytical te
face assemblages. That i
of only those materials w
Quartz artifacts present
Quartz is not a good medi
terns and natural fractur
quartz rock together obsc
pensate, the analysis of
allowed a greater range 0
the fact that the wide di
an evaluation of continuo
tions and by the fact tha
a high incidence of cu1tu
A rather high percen
artifacts (Table 7). It
were recovered in the sub
Sample Square #25 (Table
toric artifacts for a 25

hat holds between off-site raw materials
ke size is readily apparent from Table 4
1976: 131). In contrast, all stages of
ented by quartz. The amount of on-site
r 100 kg of quartz rock from Sample Squares
the laboratory. One Savannah River biface
rtz cobble, and at least one quartz cobble,
cted from a stream bed, was collected on
quartz artifacts were derived from quartzo on-site rhyolite source was observed, one
the site and the number of debitage classes
ete manufacturing sequence. Indeed, the
ai1ab1e than was recognized when this materlina Slate" (House and Ballenger 1976: 126;
55). The greater ratio of biface thinning
ably relates to the better technological
as a consequence, better morphological
biface thinning flakes.
11ection was a biased sample, and these
estive. Comparison of the surface and subrates the quantitative data from the Sample
general surface assemblage is quite dif, than the controlled surface and subsurgeneral surface collections often consist
·ch are unquestionably cultural artifacts.
special case in such collective policies.
on which to distinguish cultural use patPlowing quartz artifacts and natural
es the distinction even further. To comartz artifacts from the Sample Squares
variability. This decision was prompted by
ersa1 of the Sample Squares did not permit
or even concentrated artifact distribuevidence of continued occupation suggested
1 remains relative to natural deposits.
ge of Sample Squares yielded no surface
encouraging to note that a few artifacts
rface excavation of one of these squares,
Frequency estimates based on 28 prehisuare meter area is approximately one artifact
-57-

TABLE 7
SAlvlPLE SQUARES:

Provenience

Chunks

Bifacially
Worked
Chunks

Primary
Flakes

----------

I

Ln
00

I

Secondary
Flakes
1 qtz

1
2
3
4
5

SURFACE ASSEMBLAGE

1 qtz

Biface
Thinning
Flakes

Historic
Artifacts

1 arg
1 qtz

1 briJck frag.

1 qtz
no artifacts
no artifacts
1 qtz

------ - - - - - - -

no artifacts

·6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TOTALS

Comments

2 qtz

1 qtz

3 qtz
1 clear glass
no artifacts

1 qtz
2 qtz

1 qtz

1 qtz

1 rhy

1 qtz

1 rhy
no artifacts

1 qtz
1 qtz
1 qtz

1 qtz
1 qtz
1 qtz

no aftifacts
no artifacts
no artifacts
1 qtz

no artifacts
1 qtz

no artifacts
7

4

1

9

7

2

10

----

TABLE 8
SAMPLE SQUARES:

Provenience
2

Chunks

Bifacially
Worked
Chunks

2 qtz

1 qtz

Primary
Flakes

SUBSURFACE ASSEMBLAGES

Secondary
Flakes

Biface
Thinning
Flakes

1 bst

1 qtz

1 steatite sherd
1 unworked
steatite
fragment

1 iron, roundheaded nail
1 clear glass
fragment

1 qtz

2 unworked
steatite
fragments

1 green glass
fragment

1 qtz

2 steatite

1 albany glazed

3 rhy
7 qtz

7

1 qtz

1 rhy
7 qtz

14

3 qtz

2 rhy
7 qtz

24

1 qtz

1 qtz

8 qtz

Other
Stone

Pottery

fragments
(one side
worked?)
25

TOTALS

2 qtz

9

stoneware
fragment

1 plain,
coarse
sand
tempered
sherd
2

0

36

3

6

Historic
Artifacts

1

1 alkaline
glazed
stoneware
fragment

5

per square meter. Densit iestimates based on cubic meters, given five
squares each measuring Ix ~(ca).13 m by volume is 57 prehistoric artifacts per .65 cubic meter; or !almost 90 prehistoric artifacts per
cubic meter. As some of he squares were selected on the basis of
their high artifact poten fal and as the identification included questionable flakes, a lower stimate would be more reasonable. Two immediate influencing factors ~o consider are the effects of long-term
artifact collecting on th isite and the different spatial densities.
With regard to the latter ithe testing area was confined to the southeast quadrant of the site ~hich exhibited a fair amount of surface
material.
The assemblage diver
as the sampling fraction
categories of the general
controlled surface assemb
missing from the subsurfa
ials, felsic tuff and che
Squares. Table 9 shows t
flaked stone debitage of
the controlled surface co
either the general surfac
correspondence is probabl
Sample Squares are combin

~ty or range of artifact types decreases
clcreases: the biface and utilized flake
~urface assemblage were missing from the
~ge and the primary flake category was
d assemblage. Of the range of raw mater# were missing from the controlled Sample
e proportional differences between the
Be three assemblages. Interestingly enough,
tectiondoes not correspond very closely to
lor subsurface assemblages. This lack of
Idue to the small sample size, for when the
4, the match is much better.

In summary, specific teference is made to the numerical relationship between surface and ~bsurface assemblages in the five excavated
units (Table 10). The co parison is limited to the number of flaked
stone artifacts, as these Jere the only prehistoric artifacts recovered in the controlled su face collections. The surface to subsurface
artifact ratio for these ive sample units is 1:5. However, the variability is such that at a ~% confidence level it ranges from as low as
1:13 to as high as 1:3.
qditional studies along similar lines should
help reduce this variabil"lY if other site variables such as site
depth and spatial differe ~es relating to temporal period and activity
loci can be controlled as well.
.
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TABLE 9
COMPARISO

OF THE FLAKED STONE DEBITAGE

DEBITAGE
ASSEMBLAGE
General Surface

Biface
Thinning
Flakes

Chun s

Primary
Flakes

18

12

158

41

229

1

Secondary
Flakes,

TOTALS

Controlled Surface

7

1

9

7

24

Controlled Subsurface

9

0

36

3

48

34

13

203

51

301

8%

5%

69%

18%

100%

Controlled Surface

29%

4%

38%

29%

100%

Controlled Subsurface

19%

-0-

75%

6%

100%

General Surface

8%

5%

69%

18%

100%

Sample Squares

22%

1%

63%

14%

100%

TOTALS

General Surface
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TABLE 10
SURFACE T ,SUBSURFACE ARTIFACT RATIO:
PREltSTORIC FLAKED STONE

SAMPLE S UARE tf

SUBSURFACE ARTIFACTS (x)

SURFACE ARTIFACTS ( )

2

2

15

7

6

10

14

1

12

24

1

11

25

0

2

n = 5

Y = 10

x

= 50

-

x

-

= 10.0

2.0

Y

s x = 4.85

s y = 2.35

A

R

s2 R

y/x

=

R2 (1 - f)

=

_(Vx 2

.20

+ Vy2 - 2p

Vx Vy )

n

Hanson, Hurwitz, and Madow 1953: 163
where

v

=

p =
f =
y =
x =

Coefficients of Variation
Coefficients of Co relation
Sampling percent at.002
Number of Surface rtifacts
Number of Subsurfa e'Artifacts
for caLculator:

Computation form for

Ly2- 2RLYX +

SA

R

R2L

x2

n - 1

Cochnan 1963: 31

sF.

=
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.10

TIlE

STR~C'TUEAL

POSE A'I! 38YK?2

I

Up to this point, th
the methodological proble
various assemblages. Bef
other sites, the underlyi
structural pose is simply
priately organized at a p
(Gearing 1962: 15). FoIl
(cf. House and Wogaman 19
patterning exhibited at t
tural poses," that is, th
of activity sets depends
the spatial distributions
temporal placement, all o

analytical discussion has been confined to
concerning the representativeness of the
~e these relationships can be extended to
g structural pose must be considered. A
'!the way a simple human society (:is) appro~ticular moment for a particular purpose"
wing Wilmsen's (1970) lead in archeology
8: 126 ff.), the assemblage and spatial
ils site will be discussed in terms of "struc!activity sets. Archeological identification
pon a functional analysis of the assemblages,
of the artifacts and features, and their
which are difficult to assess at Site 38YK72.

The multi component n
spatial and artifactual h
of a number of distinct,
Some 7,000 years are repr
though the primary adapti
relied on hunting and gat
purpose cannot be assumed
different occupational ep
racterization of the diff
ploitative strategies and
new emphasis, should help

ture of the site contributes to the high
~erogeneity. The data base is the product
clrhaps continuous, occupational episodes.
sented by the diagnostic artifacts. Even
e strategy during that long period of time
~ring, use of the same space for the same
Archeologists have recently suggested that
~odes can be spatially isolated.
The cha~ent artifact assemblages according to extemporal periods, which is also receiving
£urther to define these areas.

Although the control
enough to provide spatial
lection suggests possible
scattered over a larger a
survey when the field was
uniform and becomes very
least two broad areas of
an area of relatively fla
phase occurred; and Area
the 500 kV transmission 1
these level surfaces are
construction is difficult
the artifacts. In the fi
majority of the Savannah
all the steatite specimen
facts. Since the topsoil
the non-quartz artifacts
from conclusive.

1d surface collections were not extensive
y discrete results, the general surface col$patial differences. The artifacts are
~a than initially calculated during the
covered with soybeans. The scatter is not
parse at the peripheries of the site. At
oncentration have been recognized: Area Irelief north of Tower #27 where the testing
~ another relatively flat area underneath
ne adjacent to Tower #5 (Fig. 7). Whether
atural or the result of transmission line
~o say.
Some differences are reflected in
~t area, quartz artifacts predominate.
The
'~ver bifaces were collected there as were
.!I
Area 2 contained more non-quartz artiI's almost completely eroded from this area,
y just be more visible. These data are far

I
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For temporal placeme
shing 6,000 years of Arch
which account for just ov
The steatite and pottery
and Woodland respectively
these periods. If Savann
sherds are added together
diagnostic artifacts, or
subsurface) prehistoric a
the remaining periods add
of Late Archaic occupatio
greater repetition of act

t, the only diagnostic artifacts distingui~c

occupation are the diagnostic bifaces

~ 5% of the surface flaked stone assemblage.

~erds

which generally signify Late Archaic
add little information to the identity of
River and Otarre bifaces and steatite
'they account for about 55% (15/27) of the
qout 5% (16/356) of the total (surface and
demblage. This frequency is higher than
d together and suggests a greater intensity
,I either by a larger group or through
vities.

Site activities·whic
in House and Wogaman's (1
Piedmont archeological si
degree of habitation: wh
ment or used as a hunting
the test implications for
site located in Fairfield
House and Wogaman conclud
camp for procurement of w
tions depended upon relat
whenever possible, to Sit

,cause site variability have been outlined
126 ff.) discussion of inter-riverine
~s.
The 'two major hypotheses relate to the
~her the site was used for intensive settle~nd gathering camp.
From an evaluation of
~indy Ridge (38FAl18, a Piedmont ridgetop
~ounty, northeast of Winnsboro, South Carolina),
d that the site was a hunting-butchering
~te-tailed deer.
Since many test implicave measures, Site 38YK72 will be compared,
138FA1l8.

Unlike Site 38FA1l8,
tative setting adjacent t
played no structural or s
more ceramic and steatite
survey and subsurface exc
The remaining test implic
blage.

Slite 38YK72 is located in a favorable habi'Ia permanent creek.
Like 38FAl18, it disbsurface features, but 38YK72 did contain
s~erds relative to the amount of surface
~ation which occurred at both sites.
~ions characterize the flaked tool ass em-

The debitage classes
differentiate early stage
and workshop sites from r
tenance activities, House
two indices: one of manu
# of thinning flakes; and
flakes. Treating the sur
following results: ER =
worked chunks). The ER i
The ER index reflects pri
over 75% of the lithic as
Ballenger 1976: 99) noted
on an ad hoc basis at man
would give a relatively h
the number of broken bifa
through use.
The range of tools a
20 hafted bifaces and bif
1 knife and 2 blanks. Al

~8:

Jelate to the production of hifaces. To
reduction stages found at quarry
siharpening stages which would indicate main(IHouse and Ballenger 1976: 96-98) developed
~cture, ER = # of chunks + other flakes/
~ne of use, BD = # of bifaces/ # of other
ace data as a single component yields the
.159 and BD = .14 (excluding the bifacially
~ex of 38FAl18 was .8; the BD index, .20.
~rily the quartz flaked stone as it comprises
~mblage at 38YK72. As House (House and
\veined quartz may not be quarried but worked
i'extractive sites. Such a behavioral pattern
index of primary reduction. Furthermore,
,s at 38YK72 indicates a high rate of discard

~iface
I

38YK72 is fairly narrow: 3 utilized flakes;
e fragments; and 10 other bifaces, including
of the utilized flakes were of rhyolite.
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One rhyolite thinning fla ~ exhibited three utilized edges. Twentysix bifaces were of quart. While a decision not to conduct an edge
wear analysis on these bi ~ces was based on the limited scope of work,
quartz does not lend itse ~ well to edge wear analysis because, depending on the grade of quar
the edges usually exhibit a broken or
crushed appearance rather ~han good concoidal fractures (Baker 1976;
Dickson 1977).

*,

A few preliminary ob
of the bifaces were compl
broken stems, tips, or mi
displayed diagonal breaks
half of the way down from
River stemmed bifaces, th
one was broken straight a
tain biface had their ver
break found on the Palmer
(Keith Derting, personal
the chert probably caused
fire or a plow. The use
bifaces do suggest heavy
tasks.

4rvations were recorded, however. Only six
#e or almost complete. The remainder were
~sections. Interestingly, several bifaces
4cross the blade between one-third and one~he estimate tip.
Of the six broken Savannah
4e exhibited diagonal breaks, whereas only
~oss.
The ~uilford bifaces and Morrow Mounitips broke;. The other pronounced diagonal
~iface does not appear to be a use break
dmmunication). A slight imperfection in
~t to break there when it was damaged by a
:rteakage patterns of the Savannah River
~essure such as would be exerted in butchering

In sUIllIIlary, the gene
compares favorably with t
tation of a hunting and b
animals; that is, the liar
of manufacture (of locall
breakage and discard of s
1978: 130-131). The site
pied during the Late Arch
Allison Creek, the presen
early stage biface reduct
with associated support a
ture and replacement.

~l

tool assemblage manifested at 38YK72
Jt at 38FAl18. The data fit best the expec~chering camp for the procurement of game
~fact assemblage is dominated by the outputs
4available raw materials), use, resharpening,
dne butchering tools" (House and Wogaman
1ppears to have been most intensively occu~c period.
Its position next to Little
d of steatite and pottery vessels, and the
dn debitage suggest a temporary campsite
~ivities, such as cooking and tool manufac-
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CONCLUSIONS

The artifact data
ijered at Site 38YK72 contributed significant
information concerning
ijistoric adaptation in the South Carolina
Piedmont. An analysis of ~he assemblages and their spatial distributions reveals that 38YK72 was in all likelihood a Late Archaic campsite where animals (possi ty white-tailed deer) were butchered. A
more intensive settlement ~s not indicated due to the narrow range
of artifact types and use ,and the lack of features. Despite the
number of temporal compon ~ts found on the site, the general assemblage
was remarkably homogeneou ~ which suggests that earlier and later
occupants were performing ~ limited set of activities, probably also
associated with game proc tement. This site, then, comprises only
one small structural unit vfrithin a larger subsistence-settlement framework. Other adaptive sta ¢es in the framework would include basecamps, plant collecting s *tions, fishing areas, etc. necessary to
complete the full range 0 isubsistence activities occurring on a yearround basis. Although wh'~e-tail deer were hunted primarily in the
fall and early winter by eitter historic and protohistoric Indians
Smith 1975; Canouts 1971) , ithere is no evidence to suggest that deer
procurement was such an e ¢lusive seasonal event in the Archaic period
(House and Wogaman 1978: ~).
Very few archeologic 1 sites are recorded for York County; a total
of 44 prehistoric sites w
listed by Taylor (1979: 74). This site
is the second open lithic $catter to be tested (Canouts 1976). Both
sites were tested because ¢onstruction activities threatened to impact
the integrity of the site. In the case of 38YK72, a tower for the 230
kV Catawba Nuclear-Newpor (East) transmission line was erected on the
southeast edge of the sit I (Fig. 7). As the site was not tested before
tower placement, its direct impact on the condition and distribution
of the artifacts could no Ibe monitored.

$
!

This site is but one pf many which will ultimately contribute
information concerning artifact displacement and the reliability of
surface evidence to predict the total site variability. Such information will, in turn, aid in assessing the degree of impact from this
and similar projects. The!present data set provides artifact frequency,
density, and composition Ii measures for .1% of the total site area.
In no way has the inform t~on potential of this site been fully
recorded. However, no f rther investigation of this site is recom~
mended in conjunction withl the Catawba transmission line project.
Although the site will co tinue to sustain impacts from cultivation
and possible tower or tr amission line maintenance, if the site continues to be managed as it ~s been, sufficient data should remain for
future investigations.
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